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Abstract
Flexible steel barriers are increasingly used to protect roads, railways and infrastructure
from rockfall hazard. The design of rockfall barriers is a complicated task because of
their complex geometry and highly non-linear response under impact. Additionally, the
barriers must meet severe performance criteria to obtain commercial certification. Typically barriers are developed after extensive real scale testing. The barriers are optimized
based on the full-scale tests results leading to a time consuming product development.
Large scale manufacturers in the automobile sector, aeronautics and others rely on highly
detailed and accurate computer simulations schemes to design their products. Virtual
prototypes are constructed and simulated using numerical approaches. The numerical
approach to optimize large multi-component products such as cars, planes, ships, and
others significantly cuts prototyping costs. Furthermore, this approach speeds up product development time. The application of numerical simulation technology to optimize
the design of rockfall barriers requires the simulation of non-linear, multi-component systems involving contact interactions. It is therefore a challenging state-of-the-art problem.
This work focuses on the development of a computer simulation scheme, which is accurate enough for the rockfall manufacturing industry to adopt a numerical approach to
prototype their products.
In the following a numerical approach is presented that models in a realistic manner the
physical interactions between barrier components. The numerical approach uses a Finite
Element explicit calculation scheme relying on the General Contact algorithm (GC) of
the commercially available Abaqus program. The use of the GC algorithm for explicit
calculations, allows the modelling all meaningful contact interactions including friction
in an efficient manner. The detailed modelling of contacts between barrier components
is responsible for enhancing the quality of the simulations. Modelling is carried out in
a short time using python scripts. These scripts are also programmed with the aim of
performing parametric studies. Further efficiency increase in the model generation is
obtained by using CAD generated files for components modelled with solid elements.
Efficiency in model processing is achieved using parallel computation.
To create accurate FE models of flexible barriers, new schemes to treat the structural
response of the ring-net and chain-link including contact between components are required. The real three-dimensional geometry of wire-nets is modelled to improve the
interaction between bending and axial response. Friction at the connections between
the wire-net components is taken into account. The ring-net and chain-link components
are assembled to capture the overall energy dissipation of the wire-net. Bending, shear
iv

and axial actions are taken into account by using linear beam elements. Using this approach, the non-linear, three-dimensional coupling between actions is taken into account.
It is shown that bending-axial interactions have a strong effect on the overall stiffness of
the chain-link wire-nets. The numerical simulations revealed that the connection threedimensional geometry have a strong influence on the size of the elastic and failure limit
of the Axial-Bending interaction. This detailed simulation scheme is therefore useful to
explore new wire-net designs. Barrier posts and wire-rope cables are also modelled using linear beam elements. Classical metal plasticity (Von Mises), contact with Coulomb
friction, linear elasticity and ductile damage are included in the models.
In another new application, optimization algorithms were used to determine the model
parameters of the components. This approach eliminates the subjective nature of “trial
and error” application of numerical approaches. Evolutionary and simplex algorithms are
used to find the best-fit parameters of ring-nets and chain-link net models. The objective
functions provide a measure to quantify how closely a candidate solution approximates
the experimentally measured quantities. Part of the experimental data was obtained
from previous projects funded by Geobrugg AG. Additionally, new sets of experiments
were performed for this research. The search space is defined by using the results of the
Design of Experiments algorithms. Further complexity has been added to the models
when an optimal solution was not found within the search space.
The overall numerical approach was first evaluated using block impact tests on wirenets attached to rigid frames via shackles. Then, a new design of a rockfall barrier
was studied. Specifically, a canopy roof-type structure to protect mountain roads was
simulated. Additionally, a rockfall barrier 500 kJ of dissipation capacity was modelled
(Chapter 2). These real analyses served to improve the numerical approach. First, a
more accurate method to pretension wire-rope cable is proposed. Second, a strategy
to apply the self-weight of the barrier in a quasi-static manner is defined. Third, a
mass-scaling approach is introduced in both the quasi-static and impact steps. The
mass-scale strategy ensures that the induced inertial effects are negligible. Finally, a
master-slave tie connection scheme is used to model the post as a composition of an
I-beam structure discretized by linear beam elements connected to rigid body type post
foot and head. The improved numerical approach was verified by modelling a wire ringnet system that dissipates 1000 kJ of impact energy (Chapter 3), and a wire chain-link
system that dissipates 2000 kJ of impact energy (Chapter 4). The results exhibited
increased accuracy with respect to former numerical approaches.
In summary, the dissertation presents a numerical scheme that can be used to perform
parametric studies of rockfall barriers. Optimization methods can be then utilized to
find optimal designs minimizing material quantities. Finite element model simplifications
v

and meta-modelling techniques are suggested to improve the efficiency of the numerical
optimization.
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Zusammenfassung
Flexible Steinschlagschutzsysteme aus Stahl werden immer häufiger eingesetzt um Strassen, Bahnlinien und Infrastruktur zu schützen. Diese Schutzsysteme sind schwierig zu
entwerfen, da deren Verhalten beim Aufprall nichtlinear und die Geometrie sehr komplex ist. Des Weiteren müssen die Schutzsysteme strenge Leistungskriterien erfüllen, um
für eine kommerzielle Nutzung zertifiziert zu werden. In der Regel werden diese Schutzsysteme erst nach vielen Versuchen im Originalmassstab erarbeitet. Basierend auf Ergebnissen dieser Versuche werden diese Schutzsysteme optimiert. Dies hat zur Folge, dass
die Produktentwicklung äusserst zeitintensiv ist.
Etablierte Hersteller der Automobil- und der Luftfahrtbranche benutzen für ihre Produktentwicklung detaillierte, akkurate, rechengestützte Simulationen. Dabei werden virtuelle Prototypen entwickelt und anschliessend mit numerischen Methoden simuliert. Die
Verwendung von numerischen Methoden zur Optimierung mehrteiliger Produkte wie Autos, Flugzeuge, Schiffe etc. vermindert die Prototyperstellungskosten signifikant. Ebenso
erlaubt diese Methode eine schnelle Entwicklung von Produkten. Damit numerische Simulationen zur Optimierung des Designs von Steinschlagschutznetzen verwendet werden
können, müssen nichtlineare Mehrkomponentensysteme unter Berücksichtigung von Kontaktinteraktion simuliert werden. Allerdings sind solche neuartigen Anwendungen, welche
dem Stand der Technik entsprechen, hochgradig komplex. Im Fokus der vorliegenden Arbeit steht die Entwicklung einer rechnergestützten Simulationsmethode, um Prototypen
für die Hersteller von Schutzsystemen zu optimieren.
Im Zentrum der vorliegenden Arbeit steht eine numerische Methode, die physikalische
Interaktionen zwischen Komponenten des Schutzsystems realistisch modelliert. Die numerische Methode, beruhend auf ein explizites Finite-Elemente-Berechnungsschema, verwendet den sogenannten „General Contact“ (GC) Algorithmus der kommerziellen Software „Abaqus“. Die Benutzung des GC-Algorithmus für explizite Berechnungen erlaubt
eine effiziente Modellierung aller bedeutenden Kontaktinteraktionen inklusive Reibung.
Diese detaillierte Modellierung der Kontaktinteraktion zwischen den einzelnen Komponenten ermöglicht erst die Qualität der Simulationen zu verbessern. Diese FE Modelle
können mit Python Skripts schnell aufgebaut werden. Diese Skripts wurden mit dem
Ziel programmiert, Parameterstudien durchzuführen. Weitere Verbesserung der Effizienz
lässt sich realisieren, indem an Hand von CAD-Zeichnungen Modellkomponenten aus
„solid elements“ generierte werden. Des Weiteren erlaubt die Verwendung von „parallel
computing“ die effiziente Evaluation der Modelle.
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Um neue FE Modelle für flexible Schutzsysteme zur erstellen, wird sowohl das strukturelle
Verhalten der Ringnetze und der sogenannten Chainlinknetze als auch das Zusammenspiel von einzelnen Komponenten in neuen Schemen berücksichtigt. Um die Wechselbeziehung zwischen Biege- und axialem Verhalten zu erfassen wird die reale drei-dimensionale
Geometrie der Netze modelliert. Dabei wird die Reibung der Kontaktpunkte der Netze
berücksichtigt. Um den gesamten Energieverlust im Netz zu berechnen, werden diese
Ringnetze mit den Chainlinknetze assembliert. Biegung sowie Quer- und Normalkräfte
werden mit linearen Balkenelementen modelliert. Durch dieses Vorgehen, können nichtlineare, drei-dimensionale Interaktionen zwischen Reaktionen eruiert werden. Es wird
gezeigt, dass die Momenten-Normalkraft-Interaktion eine starke Auswirkung auf die Gesamtsteifigkeit der Chainlinknetze hat. Die numerischen Simulationen zeigen, dass die
drei-dimensionale Geometrie der Knoten/Kontakte einen signifikanten Einfluss auf die
Größe der Fliess- und Bruchgrenze der Momenten-Normalkraft-Interaktion hat. Diese
Erkenntnisse zeigen, dass dieses Simulationsschema nützlich ist, um neue Drahtnetzdesigns zu definieren. Stützenelemente und Seile werden auch durch lineare Balkenelementen
modelliert. Klassische Metallplastizität (Von Mises), Kontakt mit Coulomb-Reibung, lineare Elastizität sowie duktile Schäden werden in den Modellen berücksichtigt.
In einer weiteren, neuen Anwendung wurden Optimierungsalgorithmen verwendet um
die Modellparameter der Komponenten zu bestimmen. Dieser Ansatz eliminiert die subjektive Natur des „trial and error“ Prinzips numerischer Ansätze. „Evolutionäre“ und
„Simplex“ Algorithmen wurden verwendet, um die „Best-Fit-Parameter“ der Ring- und
Chainlinknetzmodelle zu finden. Die Zielfunktionen quantifiziert, wie nahe eine Lösung
an die experimentell gemessenen Daten herankommt. Ein Teil der experimentellen Daten
stammte aus früheren Projekten, die von Geobrugg AG finanziert wurden. Im Rahmen
dieser Forschungsarbeit wurden zusätzlich neue Versuchen durchgeführt. Der Suchraum
wurde unter Verwendung der Ergebnisse aus den sogenannten „Design of Experiments“
Algorithmen definiert. Die Komplexität der Modelle wurde weiter erhöht, falls innerhalb
des Suchsraums keine optimale Lösung gefunden werden konnte.
Der gesamte, numerische Ansatz wurde anhand Sturzprüfungen getestet. Zu diesem
Zweck wurden Drahtnetze mittels Bügel an starre Rahmen befestigt. Danach wurde
ein neues Steinschlagschutz-Design untersucht, genannt „Canopy“, das wie ein Netzdach
wirkt und Bergstrassen schützen soll. Zusätzlich wurde eine Steinschlag-Barriere modelliert (Kapitel 2), die eine Energieaufnahmekapazität von 500 kJ hat. Diese realen
Analysen dienten dazu, die numerischen Ansätze zu verfeinern. Zuerst wurde ein verfeinertes Modell zur Modellierung der Vorspannung in den Drahtseilkabeln vorgeschlagen.
Danach wurde eine Strategie definiert, welche das Eigengewicht der Barriere in einer
quasi-statischen Weise aufbringt. Dann wurde ein Ansatz zur Massenskalierung in den
quasi-statischen und in den Aufprallberechnungsschritten eingeführt. Die Strategie der
viii

Massenskalierung stellte sicher, dass die induzierten Trägheitseffekte vernachlässigbar
sind. Schliesslich wurde ein Master-Slave-Kopplungsschema verwendet, um den Stützenfuss und Stützenkopf mit den Doppel-T-Profil Stützen, welche durch lineare Balkenelemente diskretisiert werden, zu koppeln. Der verbesserte numerische Ansatz wurde an
Hand der Modellierung eines Ringnetz-Systems, welches 1000 kJ Energie aufnehmen
kann, angewendet (Kapitel 3) sowie einem Chainlink System, das 2000 kJ Schlagenergie
(Kapitel 4) absorbiert, verifiziert. Die Ergebnisse zeigten in Bezug auf vorausgegangene,
numerische Ansätze erhöhte Genauigkeit.
Zusammenfassend stellt die Dissertation ein numerisches Verfahren dar, das verwendet werden kann, um Parameterstudien von Steinschlagschutzsystemen durchzuführen.
Das Optimierungsverfahren kann genutzt werden, um ein optimales Design zu eruieren,
welches die verwendeten Materialmengen minimiert. Finite-Elemente-Modell Vereinfachungen und Meta-Modellierungstechniken wurden vorgeschlagen, um die Effizienz der
numerischen Optimierung zu verbessern.
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Symbols
ts

experimental breaking time

ms

Ekm

energy level

kJ

Sm

experimental maximum elongation

m

E

total strain

F

force

N

PF

peak force

N

FTI

force-time integral

Ns

M

bending moment

Nmm

MR

bending resistance

Nmm

Mel

elastic bending limit

Nmm

N

axial force

N

NR

axial resistance

N

Nel

axial elastic limit

N

T

tangential force

N

S

shear force

N

m

mass

ton

t

time

s

r

cross-section radius

mm

nw

number of windings

g

gravitational acceleration

mm/s2

Ac

cross-section area

mm2

AM

macro equivalent cross-section area

mm2
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Symbols

CP 1

connector position along x

mm

CCU 1

connector constitutive displacement along x

mm

rw

wire radius

mm

d

damage variable

L

characteristic length

mm

∆A

area difference

mm2

E

Young modulus

MPa

c

wave velocity

mm/s

cl

contact line load
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1. Introduction
1.1

Motivation and aim

When a block or group of blocks becomes detached from a rock face, they propagate
rapidly downslope, endangering settlements and roadways. Rockfall is common in mountain regions worldwide. Casualties and damage to infrastructure result [Guzzetti et al.,
2003; Agliardi et al., 2009]. Sixty-six rockfall events occurred in Switzerland alone between 2011 and 2012 [Glover, 2015]. Rockfall events are typically mitigated either by
passive or active measures. Passive protection measures against rockfalls include concrete shelters, rockfall dams, drapery/netting, and flexible wire-net barriers. Passive
systems do not prevent the rockfall phenomenon but attempt to control the outcome.
The purpose of passive measures is to dissipate the kinetic energy of rock impact by
controlled plasticity and friction.
Rigid protection measures such as concrete shelters are mostly employed to protect highly
transited highways. Flexible solutions such as rockfall barriers are used to protect secondary roads and infrastructure. Rockfall barriers can be customized to act as a flexible
shelter or canopy in mountain roads (Fig. 1.1). Flexible, light-weight steel wire-net barriers typically consist of ultra-high strength steel (UHSS) wire-nets used to intercept
falling rocks. The wire-net is connected to UHSS spiral rope cables anchored to the
ground. The cables may include energy dissipating components. This flexible structure
is mounted and attached to a rigid structure composed of steel posts. Rockfall barriers
are designed to intercept and capture falling rocks with kinetic energies from 100 to
about 10000 kJ (Fig. 1.2). Flexible steel barriers must satisfy engineering standards to
be commercialized in Europe and Switzerland [EOTA, 2012; Gerber, 2001; Aus, 2012].
These standards require large scale tests in which several engineering criteria must be
met in order to obtain a certification for commercialization.
Today, the use of flexible protection systems is one of the most common rockfall protection measures [Volkwein et al., 2011]. These systems deform significantly to dissipate the
1
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Figure 1.1: Deflecting ring-net canopy structure supported on steel posts installed at
Val d’Anniviers (VS), Switzerland.

Figure 1.2: Rockfall impact test on an 8000 kJ energy dissipation ring-net fence in
Walenstadt (SG), Switzerland.
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impact kinetic energy of falling rocks. The forces transmitted to the ground are significantly smaller in comparison to rigid systems such as concrete shelters/canopies. Intercepting netting is responsible for slowing down the dissipation process. High-performance
wire-netting is therefore engineered to have a non-linear response. Wire ring-nets (Chapter 3), and triple twisted chain-link nets with loose connections (Chapter 4) exhibit an
initial low stiffness response that progressively increases to a nearly constant stiffness
(sections 3.4.2, 4.3). Prolonging the low stiffness response causes that most of the wirenetting elements to remain in the elastic range. Therefore, the forces transmitted to
the cables are minimized. Energy dissipating devices play a very important role in the
energy dissipation process. These devices activate at relatively low tensile force levels
and dissipate energy by friction. In comparison to devices which dissipate energy by
plastic deformation, frictional devices exhibit a more controlled response and therefore
allow a better prediction of cable forces. These devices are engineered for large sliding movements to occur (section 3.6.2). Wire-netting with more rigid response such as
double-twisted wire-nets [Thoeni et al., 2013] or single wire chain-link nets with loose
connections (Chapter 2) are also used. Because of their stiffer response, they are used
in the lowest energy range of rockfall protection barriers. Good performance flexible
structures have been engineered using these nets (section 2.2.3).
Product development/optimization in the sector of rockfall flexible systems has been
carried out using a classical engineering approach. This approach is based on intuition,
experience of the design engineer and extensive number of large scale experiments. Exclusive use of full-scale testing is a conservative approach to develop new products. As
a result, product development is slow and expensive. Numerical simulations have been
commonly employed to investigate the suitability of minor modifications on commercial
systems. Numerical simulations have not been used to extensively prototype new barrier systems. Manufacturers are allowed to commercialize existing products that contain
minor modifications by demonstrating that the performance is not degraded. According to the ETAG027, numerical simulations can be used to demonstrate performance
instead of full-scale testing. At present, the application of cost-effective numerical simulations for rockfall barrier prototyping is restricted because of the lack of accuracy of
existing computational schemes. Other industrial sectors such as auto mobile, aeronautics, construction, metal-forming, and medical instruments among many others use an
analytical/numerical approach to optimize their designs [Dias et al., 2014; Kociecki and
Adeli, 2015; Sun et al., 2011; Fang et al., 2015; Ronco et al., 2015]. With this approach
parametric studies can be efficiently executed, and development time is shortened. Experiment prototypes are defined after systematic optimization cycles. The initial design
for large scale experiments (after optimization) is already close to optimum [Eberhard].
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The aim of this dissertation is to improve the numerical schemes used to simulate rockfall
barriers and allow cost-effective prototyping, similar to other industries.

1.2
1.2.1

Background
Finite Element Simulation of Impact Analysis

The development of finite element formulations for large displacements and rotations
[Bathe, 1996], contact algorithms [Hallquist et al., 1985; Oden and Martins, 1985; Chaudhary and Bathe, 1986], and finite strain elastoplasticity [Lee and Liu, 1967; Hughes and
Winget, 1980; Simo, 1985; Simo and Ortiz, 1985; Simo, 1992; Peric̀ et al., 1992; Simo,
1998; Simo and Hughes, 1998] have allowed the implementation of non-linear Finite Element (FE) methods in multi-purpose codes (NONSAP, MARC, ANSYS, Abaqus, ADINA, DYNA-2D and DYNA-3D, PAMSTAMP, PAMCRASH). Explicit solvers [Bathe
and Wilson, 1972; Chung and Lee, 1994] solve in a more efficient manner short time dynamic cases such as wave propagation and impact. Treatment of contact is also simplified in explicit codes. The multi-purpose code LS-DYNA was originated from DYNA-3D
which already used an explicit solver in the late 70’s [Hallquist, 1992]. Abaqus originated in 1978, and only implicit calculations were supported. The explicit package was
released in 1991. The implementation of rigid bodies in FE codes [Das, 2014], contact treatment including rigid bodies [Zienkiewicz et al., 2014a], contact algorithms for
FE explicit schemes [Hallquist, 2014; Das, 2014] and non-linearity of the structural behaviour [De Borst, 1998] have broadened the simulation possibilities of crash analyses.
The significant advances in contact algorithms programmed in multi-purpose FE codes,
parallel processing, improved hardware capabilities, and the coupling between FEM and
optimization algorithms have allowed the auto-mobile industry among others to develop
accurate FE calculation schemes which are used to currently perform product development/optimization [Duddeck, 2008].
Hard contact can be enforced by the following methods: (1) direct enforcement (Lagrangian multiplier), (2) penalty, or (3) augmented Lagrangian. Descriptions of these
methods can be found in [Das, 2014; Zienkiewicz et al., 2014b]. A strict enforcement of
the pressure-penetration relationship is achieved using the Lagrange multiplier method.
However, this method requires additional equations to be solved. The penalty method
approximates stick behaviour with stiff elastic behaviour. It corresponds to having a
spring to bring back the penetrating node to the surface [Das, 2014]. The so-called
penalty stiffness is then applied to the nodes in contact. The augmented Lagrangian
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method is a combination of the penalty and Lagrange multiplier method. It uses an iterative update for the Lagrange multiplier combined with a penalty-like form [Zienkiewicz
et al., 2014b]. Contact stick conditions are also enforced with these methods. The Langrangian formulation in explicit contact treatment is singular Chen et al. [2014]. Using
Lagrange multipliers in an explicit framework requires the solution of a coupled system
of equations to obtain the Lagrange multipliers Carpenter et al. [1991]. However, the
numerical effort needed to solve this coupled system of equations might ruin the performance of the explicit solution in models where many contact interactions through the
structure take place. Because of this reasons, Lagrangian contact enforcement has not
been programmed in multi-purpose explicit codes such as Abaqus/Explicit.
Explicit calculation schemes are ideal to solve crash and other impact problems for the
following reasons:
1. Calculation is advanced element-by-element and there is no need to assemble a
global stiffness matrix. No Newton iterations to find system equilibrium are needed.
2. No convergence problems related to faceted representation of curves. Moreover,
smoothing surfaces is not required.
3. Contact forces do not depend on the displacements (no iterative process is carried
out).
4. Sliding friction is easier to model because calculations are advanced explicitly
element-by-element. On the contrary, in implicit schemes, non-symmetrical terms
are derived, and they can have a strong influence on the convergence of the Newton
iterations.
5. Dynamic problems are solved efficiently provided that the simulated total response
time is a few orders of magnitude longer than the time step stability limit.
As a result of the differences between implicit and explicit calculation schemes, contact
algorithms in explicit codes have some differences in comparison to contact algorithms
in implicit codes. Important differences occur in the contact discretization and in the
method of choosing the penalty stiffness to enforce stick conditions [Das, 2014]. Contact
algorithms have evolved over the time from strict master-slave [Zienkiewicz et al., 2014b]
to General Contact [Das, 2014] formulations. Differences in the default penalty stiffness
in contact algorithms programmed in multi-purpose codes also occurs [Hallquist, 2014;
Das, 2014].
Car crash tests are simulated using FE approaches since the late 80’s. Automotive applications support is provided in LS-DYNA since 1988 [Mohan] and in Abaqus since 2003
5
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[Gholami et al.]. The crash velocities according to the auto mobile rating tests (USNCAP
and EUNCAP) vary between 56 km/h and 64 km/h [NHTSA-2006-26555, 2008]. These
velocities are smaller than the block impact speed of the so-called Maximum Energy
Level (MEL) tests [EOTA, 2012] in rockfall barriers which vary between 90 to 108 km/h.
However, the speed at which the block impacts rockfall barriers is not large enough for
significant heat energy dissipation to take place. Therefore, thermal boundary conditions
and thermal effects on contact interactions can be excluded from rockfall simulations,
similar to crash worthiness simulations. As a result the FE simulation schemes used to
simulate car crash tests are applicable to simulations of rockfall barrier tests. However,
the main difference lies in the type of applicable elements for discretization, which has
an influence on the calculation time needed for contact search and contact enforcement
algorithms. In the case of rockfall barriers, wire-nets, wire-rope cables, wire clips, and
steel posts can be accurately modelled with beam elements. Therefore, beam-to-beam
contact [Das, 2014] must be considered. An additional difference with respect to car crash
analysis is that those structural components where beam discretization is not applicable
can be treated as rigid bodies (post head and foot, running wheel, double clip, ground
plate, etc.). These structural elements are at least one order of magnitude stiffer than the
steel wire components (rope cables and nets) and only serve as connecting components.
Additional important connecting elements are shackles which can also be treated as rigid
bodies and either discretized with solid or beam elements. The possibility of extensively
using beam elements and rigid bodies cause simulation times to be significantly smaller
in the case of rockfall barriers in comparison to car crash simulations.

1.2.2

Numerical Simulation of Rockfall Barriers

Explicit Finite Element (FE) calculation schemes have been developed to simulate rockfall barriers in multi-purpose commercial codes like LS-DYNA and Abaqus [Cazzani
et al., 2002; Gentilini et al., 2012; Spadari et al., 2012; Yiu et al., 2012; Gentilini et al.,
2013; Tran et al., 2013]. A Contact Pairs (CP) algorithm was available in Abaqus/Explicit in the early 2000’s and was used to develop a numerical scheme to simulate
impact on rockfall barriers [Cazzani et al., 2002]. This algorithm was able to only consider the interaction between slave nodes belonging to the wire-net truss elements and
the impactor modelled as a rigid body. This approach neglected bending deformations
in all structural components. Furthermore, it allowed only small relative motions of the
support cables at the connections with the steel posts.
Parametric studies on similar rockfall FE models were carried out to assess several prototype modifications [Gentilini et al., 2012, 2013]. The computational scheme was therefore
developed to obtain results in a short time. This scheme neglects bending deformations
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and contact interactions between wire-net components. The authors approximated the
real ring-net geometry by simpler geometries neglecting contact. Moreover, the sliding
of the cables through the posts was roughly approximated by means of special connector
elements. With these schemes GC algorithms were used under their capabilities in order
to limit the computational effort. The model simplifications cause the barrier model to
behave more rigidly in comparison to the real barrier. Therefore, numerically evaluated
cable forces were higher and the time to achieve the impactor kinetic energy dissipation was smaller in comparison to experimentally measured values [Gentilini et al., 2012,
2013]. Furthermore, the use of an "equivalent" numerical panel with different geometry
caused the netting deformation pattern to differ from the real net.
Recent FE methodologies representing contact in a more accurate manner have been
implemented in LS-DYNA to model wire-nets subjected to impact [Yiu et al., 2012] or
rockfall barriers [Tran et al., 2013]. A FE model of a rockfall barrier with wire-rope
cables and braces as part of the interception structure was implemented in LS-DYNA
[Tran et al., 2013]. In this approach, a one-side contact algorithm [Hallquist, 2014] is used
to treat the interactions of the impactor with the wire-netting and wire-rope cables. This
algorithm only requires the definitions of the slave surface. To enforce contact properly,
the slave surface needs to have a relatively fine mesh. Moreover, the stiffer body needs
to play the role of the master. Additionally, a single surface algorithm [Hallquist, 2014]
was used to treat additional interactions in a rockfall barrier. This algorithm considers
contact inside a slave surface list. Edge-to-edge and beam contact were considered with
this approach. This model takes into account contact between rope elements of the
net. The posts and impactor are modelled with solid elements. However, this modelling
scheme leaded to significant unresolved penetrations. A detailed FE model of a ring-net
attached to support cables that were connected to a rigid frame was accomplished [Yiu
et al., 2012]. The ring-net was subjected to the impact of a concrete spherical ball. The
simulation results showed a very good match of the deformation pattern and overall
stiffness.
Discrete Element (DE) calculation schemes have been developed in special-purpose codes
[Grassl, 2002; Volkwein, 2004; Boetticher, 2012; GHOUSSOUB et al., 2014]. A pure
master-slave contact algorithm was developed to treat contact between ring-net element
nodes and the impact block treated as a lumped mass [Volkwein, 2004]. This algorithm
was implemented in the simulation code FARO. In this code, contact is only treated for
the block-net pair. This is a severe restriction.
A special cable model was developed in FARO to simulate the sliding between cables and
posts and wire-net and cables. Wire-net nodes are part of the cable macro-element. This
special element allows these nodes to slide on the cable. This behaviour is the so-called
7
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curtain effect [Volkwein, 2004]. In this approach, the wire ring-nets are modelled as slave
nodes forming a close representation of the real geometry. The nodes are then attached
by either purely translational springs [Volkwein, 2004] or by a combination of rotational
and translational springs [Grassl, 2002]. Chain-link elements are modelled in FARO
as macro-elements in contact at the connection nodes. The tensile forces transmitted
from one element to the neighbour at the connections depend on the so-called opening
angle [Boetticher, 2012]. This is an approximate method to consider the influence of the
bending deformations of the connections on the tensile response. The shape effects of the
impact block are neglected with the contact algorithm of the FARO code. The parameters
of the macro-elements and springs are calibrated using quasi-static tensile tests. Only
a few parameters are needed for the calibration. However, the calibration process was
still time consuming because optimization algorithms were not coupled with the model.
Additional DE modelling attempts to determine the mechanical properties of wire-nets
modelled with equivalent homogeneous membranes have been performed [GHOUSSOUB
et al., 2014]. DE models have been developed to calculate double-twisted hexagonal
wire-nets and to simulate rockfall kinetic energy attenuation with drapery systems. The
model considers contact nodes and two types of interactions among them. The model
provided good estimates for impact velocity and run-out distance [Thoeni et al., 2014].

1.3

Methodology

To treat the complex contact interactions occurring in a rockfall barrier in an efficient
and accurate manner a computational scheme relying on the GC algorithm of Abaqus/Explicit was developed. The GC algorithm in Abaqus is two-sided, and therefore, the
user does not need to define pure slave and master bodies for contact interactions, thus
facilitating model generation. This algorithm also enforces contact better than a CP
type.
The GC algorithm in explicit calculations uses the penalty constraint method. This
method allows slight penetrations of one surface into another surface. A "spring" stiffness
is applied automatically to the surfaces to resist these penetrations [Das, 2014]. The
"spring" stiffness is, in general, determined from stable time increment considerations
and masses of the nodes involved in contact. If these nodes do not have adequate mass,
the penalty stiffness will not be sufficient to avoid large penetrations. To avoid large
penetrations involving rigid body components with very low masses, various solution
schemes exist. One goal of this dissertation is to apply GC algorithms with penalty
enforcement to rockfall barrier simulations.
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The FE models of wire-ring and wire chain-link netting take into account contact interactions between net components (rings and chain-link elements). Friction at contact
interfaces is modelled using a Coulomb model. Linear elasticity, metal plasticity (Von
Mises), and ductile damage are considered in the FE models of wire nets and wire-rope
cables.
To reduce contact calculations, a beam element discretization of connecting shackles is
considered. The rigid body approach to model such components allowed for this strong
approximation. The use of beam elements rather than solid elements reduces the number of elements and therefore computational effort was saved in the contact search and
enforcement algorithms. To avoid physically unreasonable contact interactions, regions
of the FE models were excluded from contact, such as cables sharing a common vertex. The netting structure models consider the complex contact interactions between
structural elements such as rings and chain-links, and they take into account coupling
between the axial and bending behaviour. The model parameters are obtained by numerical optimization techniques. The accuracy of this computational scheme is verified
with numerical simulations of large scale impact tests of rockfall systems
Another important feature of the use of GC is the possibility to define surface-to-surface
or node-to-surface tie constraints [Das, 2014]. These type of constraints are imposed to
prevent penetration of one boundary through the other [Zienkiewicz et al., 2014b]. This
option allowed me to develop a new post model, in which true contact conditions and
metal plasticity can be considered in an efficient manner. The posts were divided into
three different parts: the I-beam (HE-160A), the post foot that connects the post to
the base plate, and the post head that connects the post to cables. Both the post foot
and head were modelled as three-dimensional rigid body parts. The I-beam material,
however, is modelled using linear elasticity, and metal plasticity (Von Mises).
Three rockfall barriers having the same typology of energy dissipation devices (U-brake)
are presented in the Chapters of this dissertation. The model of the energy dissipation
components was kept simple. An abstract representation of the component was achieved
by means of the so-called AXIAL connector element [Das, 2014]. Coulomb-like friction is
defined in the axial connectors used to model the energy dissipating devices. In this way,
the tangential force causing sliding friction in the connector are obtained from contact
normal forces. The resulting tangential force - connector sliding behaviour was defined
to represent the results obtained in tensile quasi-static tests.
A mass-scaling approach is proposed to speed up the quasi-static calculations and to
stabilize elements which either undergo damage or decrease in size in dynamic calculations. Criteria was established to guarantee that mass-scaling did not induce significant
dynamic effects on the simulations.
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1.4

Thesis structure

Chapter 2 of this thesis is written as an individual paper published in the Rock Mechanics for Resources, Energy and Environment Book. The book is a peer-reviewed and
edited volume containing the papers received for EUROCK2013 [Escallón et al., 2013].
Chapter 3 is written as an individual paper published in the Engineering and Structures
Journal (Volume 77, 15 October 2014, Pages 1–16) [Escallón et al., 2014]. Chapter 4 is
written as an individual paper currently under revision in the Engineering and Structures
Journal (ENGSTRUCT-D-14-01691). Each of these chapters contains the sequence of
sub-chapters commonly used in papers, i.e. introduction, methods, results, discussion
and conclusions. The different chapters are:
Chapter 2 - This paper presents the first FE model of a single wire chain-link net for rockfall protection. The wire net is modelled realistically. That is, the geometry corresponds
to the real measurements. The chain-link elements are connected as in the real netting,
and contact between elements is considered for the first time. Subsequently, a FE model
of a barrier able to stop a concrete impactor with 500 kJ kinetic energy was developed.
The barrier netting consists of a single wire chain-link net. Small model modifications
for a mining application are studied. The FE scheme used serial processing.
Chapter 3 - This paper presents a FE model of wire-ring nets. Ring nets are modelled
using linear beam elements with a discretization that approximates well the circular
geometry of the rings. Ring-to-ring contact with coulomb type friction is taken into
account. Results of tensile quasi-static tests performed on single rings are assessed.
The model parameter optimization is carried out in one stage. Introducing damage
in the behaviour accounted for the need of evolutionary algorithms to find the best
fit parameters. A Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm (MIGA) is used. Finally, a system
able to dissipate 1000 kJ of block impact is modelled. A procedure to obtain accurate
conditions prior to impact (impactor contact with the wire-net) is explained. In this
procedure, both pre-tensioning of wire-rope cable and applying of the self weight of the
system are performed quasi-statically. Furthermore, node-to-surface tie constraints are
used to develop a post model that behaves realistically.
Chapter 4 - This paper presents the first FE model of a triple wire chain-link net for
rockfall protection. The geometry of this type of wire-net are larger in comparison
to the netting studied in Chapter 2. The implemented FE model of this wire-net is
similar to the model developed in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, a more realistic model of
the border knotted connections is achieved. Tensile quasi-static laboratory tests on
wire-net samples were performed to assess the mechanical behaviour. Furthermore, the
model parameters are identified via numerical optimization. A two stage parameter
10
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identification scheme allowed the use of a Downhill Simplex Technique (DST) for fast
convergence. Subsequently, a rockfall barrier having this type of netting and able to stop
an impactor with 2000 kJ kinetic energy was modelled. To perform more efficiently the
simulations, parallel processing was employed, which is customary in the crash analysis of
auto-mobiles. A relative fast calculation was achieved with this approach. In this chapter
an improvement of the post model is achieved to account for cable-to-post eccentricities.
Chapter 5 summarizes the dissertation and Chapter 6 states the most important conclusions of this work.
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This section contains a reprint of the article: J.P. Escallón, C. Wendeler and M. Mrozik.
Numerical simulation of rock fall impact on a flexible barrier using Abaqus/Explicit 6.12.
Rock Mechanics for Resources, Energy and Environment. Chapter 64, 2013.

Background and Motivation
In former research efforts closed-form analytical models of chain-link nets have been
investigated and Distinct Element (DE) models have been employed. In this article, an
alternate route is followed for improving simulation accuracy, where a Finite Element
(FE) model of a chain-link is developed and cross-assessed against previous alternatives.
Additionally, a computational scheme for analysing rock impacts on flexible barriers is
developed.

Overview and Contribution
The novelty of the work presented in this paper lays in the development of a FEM of a
chain-link net. This is the first attempt to use FE theory for the refined modelling of this
type of net, taking into account the geometric features of the manufactured net and the
contact between chain-link elements as it takes place in the actual configuration. This
work sets the foundation for the analysis presented in Chapter 4.
The author of this thesis has developed the modelling concept adopted herein, carried
out the numerical simulations and authored the bulk of this paper. Mr. M. Mrozik
contributed with part of section 2.5 and provided Figure 2.7. Dr. C. Wendeler provided
Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5a, and assisted in proof reading the paper.

Main Conclusions and link to the Next Article
The results of a FE simulation of a MEL impact on a rockfall barrier with chain-link
netting evidenced the need of improving the simulation model of posts, and realistically
modelling the connection between the post and the ground plate. It additionally revealed that a quasi-static step prior to the impact simulation step is needed to obtain
accurate initial conditions for the dynamic step. The subsequent article deals with the
aforementioned simulation improvements. Furthermore, suitable criteria is established
in order to simulate the quasi-static application of gravity as well as the pretensioning
of the cables.
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Abstract
This paper presents a rock-fall impact calculation of a flexible barrier used in an open pit
mine. The design of this barrier is based on the barrier prototypes tested according to the
European Standards (ETAG 027 guidelines). These prototypes have successfully met the
guidelines and now have official ETA approval and CE marking. A series of quasi-static
tests on flexible chain-link net specimens and small-scale impact tests were carried out
to check the material model assumptions and to calibrate the input data. Furthermore,
a prototype of one of the ETA barriers was numerically simulated. The calculations are
performed with Abaqus/Explicit 6.12. The rock-fall barrier model accounts for many
complex physical processes that occur during the rock-fall stopping process: high-speed
impact, contact with sliding friction and strain-rate dependent material behavior. The
match between the simulation results and the test results allowed us to assess numerically
a rock-fall barrier prototype specially developed for mining applications.
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2.1

Introduction

Flexible steel wire-net rock-fall protection systems main components are: ultra-high
strength (UHS) steel wire nets supported by spiral rope steel cables with inelastic brake
elements and steel posts. They are used to stop falling rocks in mountain regions in order
to protect people and infrastructure.
The rock-fall system investigated in this paper has been tested according to the European
Standards [EOTA, 2012]. The fulfilment of the standards has allowed the manufacturer
to obtain the CE marking of the product. This paper presents results of a FE simulation of the kinetic maximum energy level (MEL) test carried out in Walenstadt (SG,
Switzerland). The MEL to which the barrier prototype was tested is equal to 502 kJ,
which corresponds to a 1590 kg impactor with 25.12 m/s velocity at contact.
The numerical results are compared to the test data. The agreement of the simulation
results allowed us to adapt the system for a mining application in Sishen, South Africa.
Rock-fall events in open-pit mines occur mainly on steep pit walls without berms. However, in order to increase the profitability of the mines, the berm width can be decreased
when installing rock-fall protection barriers on the berms [Balg et al., 2012].
The investigated prototype intercepting structure consists of a chain-link net, composed
of wire bundles which are in contact to each other. The mechanical behaviour of these
nets has been studied by performing quasi-static tensile tests and impact tests [Boetticher,
2012]. The numerical approach used on this paper relies on the general contact algorithm
of the FE Abaqus/explicit code [Das, 2014].
FE rock-fall simulations based on a general contact algorithm taking into account shear
contact forces on the intercepting structures have been carried out in LS-DYNA [Yiu
et al., 2012] and Abaqus/Explicit [Escallón and Wendeler, 2013].
In this paper the UHS steel components are studied introducing additional physical
details, such as strain-rate hardening, sliding friction, damage initiation and evolution,
which have broadened the current knowledge of the dynamical behaviour of rock-fall
systems. These aspects have been studied using the FE code Abaqus/Explicit 6.12.
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Figure 2.1: Arrangement of the tested prototype with positions of the load cells and
energy dissipating devices (ETA-09/0085).

2.2
2.2.1

Rock-fall test according to ETAG027
Test setup

The tested rock-fall prototype consists of three modules (Fig.2.1). The installation of
the prototype and the dropping of the boulder are carried out using a 16-ton crane
(Fig. 2.2a). The test site consists of a vertical rock wall (Figs. 2.2b, c). Load cells were
installed to measure the cable forces. Two digital high-speed cameras, one placed on
the front of the prototype and the other one on its side at suitable height and distance,
record the rock-fall event. The barrier maximum elongation Sm and braking time tb are
determined by the analysis of the frames collected during the impact.

2.2.2

Test procedure

The rock-fall prototype is replaced after the two serviceability energy level tests (SEL).
The weight of the impactor for the MEL test was 1590 kg. The drop height was 32.68
m, and the impactor velocity before contact was 25.12 m/s. In Figure 2.2d, a general
view of the barrier after the MEL test is shown.

2.2.3

Barrier prototype

The tested steel wire-net rock-fall protection system consists on: a chain-link UHS steel
wire net (Fig 2.3a) supported by spiral rope UHS steel cables with energy dissipating
devices (Fig 2.3b), steel posts, and connecting components.
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Figure 2.2: The test site in Walenstadt (SG, Switzerland): (a) general view, (b)
lateral view, (c) oblique front view, and (d) picture taken after the MEL impact test.

Figure 2.3: (a) chain-link UHS steel wire net, and (b) energy dissipating devices.

2.3
2.3.1

The FEM numerical approach
General aspects

The numerical scheme used in the present paper relies on the general contact algorithm
of the Abaqus finite element code. The hard contact behaviour was approximated by
the penalty contact algorithm in Abaqus. This algorithm approximates contact enforcement using penalty stiffness. It adjusts automatically the stiffness of the normal force –
overclosure relationship allowing a small amount of penetration.
For the numerical analyses Abaqus/Explicit v. 6.12 has been used [Das, 2012]. The
explicit codes have proved to efficiently solve rock-fall impact problems provided the
simulated total dynamic response time is only a few orders of magnitude longer than the
stability limit [Volkwein, 2004; Gentilini et al., 2012]. Further-more, explicit codes are
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also suitable for the simulation of quasi-static tests by properly using the mass-scaling
approach [Chung et al., 1998; Han et al., 2007].
The explicit codes do not require the assembly of the global stiffness matrix, and the
global equilibrium is not checked. This allows the solution to proceed without iterations,
and without the requirement of tangent stiffness matrices to be formed [Das, 2012].
It also simplifies the treatment of contact. The time increments are dictated by the
stability limit, which is given in terms of the highest eigenvalue in the FE model. From
a conservative point of view, the stable time increment is given by the minimum value
from all the elements. Therefore, the stable time increment is proportional to the smallest
element size in the numerical domain and inversely proportional to the dilatational wave
speed across the element.
The chain-link rhomboidal net geometry is modelled as a composition of wire bundles
which can come into contact with one another as in the real ring net system. This detailed
approach allows a deep understanding of the mechanics of the knots where contact takes
place. The wire bundles are discretized by linear beam elements. Bundle-to-bundle
normal and shear contact forces are taken into account.
Sliding-friction was included in the general contact model. In order to calculate shear
stresses at the contact interfaces the isotropic Coulomb friction model with the penalty
method was used. The penalty method approximates the ideal no slip (relative sliding)
during stick with a stiff elastic behaviour. A reduction of the friction coefficient with increasing slip velocity and increased pressure may be assumed for the ring-to-ring contact
Philippon et al. [2004]; Chowdhury and Helali [2008]. The cables-to-net and bundle-tobundle friction coefficient used for the numerical simulations was 0.1. The impactor –
chain-link net friction used for the numerical simulations was 0.3.

2.3.2

Modelling of the supporting structures

The posts were treated as rigid bodies, because the prototype design avoids normal forces
on the posts to exceed their buckling capacity. Furthermore, the impact occurs at the
middle of the intercepting structure, and therefore deformation takes place exclusively
in the chain-link net, cables and brake elements. The base plates are also declared
as rigid bodies, and hinge connectors allow modelling the post-to-base plate kinematic
connections. The posts and the base plates are modelled using continuum elements, for
the purpose of having contact facets interacting with the shackles.
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2.3.3

Modelling of wire-spiral cables

The mechanical properties of the cable elements have been determined by means of
quasi-static tension tests. The steel allow composing the strands forming the cables is
the same steel type used for the manufacture of the chain-link wire nets, which has a
young modulus of 210000 MPa, and yield strength of at least 1770 MPa. The cables are
modelled as a macro-equivalent structure with a single cross section. However, based on
tension tests, the young modulus of the macroscopic structure is equal to 112000 MPa.
The cables are discretized by means of linear beam elements. The strain-rate version
of the Von Mises elastic-plastic hardening model is the constitutive law assigned to the
cable section. Figure Fig.2.4a shows the elastic and plastic part of the stress vs strain
behaviour in tension in the cable for a strain rate less or equal to 1e-4 s−1 . It was
assumed that the yield and ultimate stress increase with strain rate as in the case of the
ES-1c steel alloy [Boyce and Dilmore, 2009]. Based on this experimental data, a set of
tension yield curves were obtained and used as material input to model the cables and
the wire nets. It has been proved that this assumption allows a close match of test data
and FE numerical simulation results [Escallón and Wendeler, 2013].

2.3.4

Modelling of wire-spiral cables

The mechanical description of the knot where bundle-to-bundle contact takes place shows
that in the region around it, contact shear forces and bending moments take place [Boetticher, 2012]. To verify this mechanical description a fully 3D model of the chain-link
wire net bundles was carried out. Furthermore, bundle-to-bundle contact is taken into
ac-count to calculate contact pressures and contact shear forces.
The chain-link bundles are discretized by linear beam elements, and the same constitutive
model used to model the cable elements is used to model these elements. The strain at
failure σf (Fig.2.4b) has been calibrated based on quasi-static and impact tests. When
the plastic strain σp reaches σf , a ductile damage model describes the decay of tensile
strength with plastic displacement [Escallón and Wendeler, 2013].

2.3.5

Modelling of the energy dissipating devices

The mechanical description of ring brake systems are described in [Studer, 2001]. Several FE algorithms have been developed to compute these ring brake systems [Studer,
2001]. Dissipating devices in general, however, can be idealized using connector systems
[Gentilini et al., 2012] following an axial load-displacement law (Fig.2.4c).
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Figure 2.4: (a) stress-strain behaviour in tension for the wire-rope cables, (b) stressstrain behaviour in tension for the wire-nets, and (c) load-displacement behaviour during impact for the U-brakes.

2.3.6

Structure connections

The cables are generally connected to the net by means of steel clips which were treated
as rigid bodies. Both the top and bottom cables are threaded through the net in the
same places of the real structure. Furthermore, the cables are connected to the posts by
means of shackles which were treated as rigid bodies as well. Contact shear forces are
taken into account by this realistic FE model.

2.3.7

Modelling of the impactor

For rock-fall simulations, the impactor is much stiffer than the net and it behaves as
an undeformable body; therefore, the impactor was treated as a rigid body. However,
the rigid body was discretized into finite elements with the purpose of having facets to
interact with the net.

2.4

Model assessment

The model of the barrier prototype described in the previous section was subjected to a
series of simulations to calibrate contact friction, and damage energy of the deformable
steel components (cables and net). Furthermore, these series of impact tests allowed
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the adjustment of the strain at failure f of these components taking into account their
dynamic behaviour and the loading paths during impact.
Mesh convergence studies were also carried out during this process. After calibration
and mesh convergence definition the MEL test was simulated.

2.4.1

Modelling of the impactor

Fig.2.5 compares the test and numerical response of the net during the MEL test. Camera
frame pictures taken from the front are compared to the corresponding model deformed
frames.
The maximum net elongation during the MEL test was equal to 5 m approximately.
However, due to geometrical simplifications of the net-support cables connections, the
numerical model computes a maximum deflection of 5.7 m. Furthermore, the computed value is also bigger because the effect of the initial net sag caused by gravity
was neglected, and this effect causes a slightly stiffer behaviour of the net [Escallón and
Wendeler, 2013].

2.4.2

Cable forces

Wire-rope UHS steel cables have little bending and shear resistance, due to their geometry. Additionally the rock-fall process causes big tension forces and shear forces and
bending moments are negligible. It is convenient to perform the comparison with test
data, in terms of dimensionless quantities [Gentilini et al., 2012]:
t
ts

(2.1)

F · Sm
Ekm

(2.2)

t∗ =

F∗ =

where ts = experimental braking time; Ekm = energy level; and Sm = experimental
maximum elongation.
Fig.2.6a, b shows the test vs numerical results of bottom support (load cell 9) and the
inner middle upslope cables (load cell 1). The load cells tolerance was evaluated as ±6%
(ETA-09/0085). Therefore Fig.2.6a, b includes this uncertainty.
The fact of disregarding the static sag caused by gravity in the numerical simulations
influences more the support cables in comparison to the upslope cables (Fig.2.6a, b).
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Figure 2.5: Barrier response during impact (left), and numerical response of the net
(right): (a) t= 0 (contact), (b) t= ts/2, and (c) t = ts.

The computed tension forces on the upslope cables are basically inside the test tolerance
range during the whole time span. In the case of the bottom support cable, the computed
tension forces are inside the test tolerance for a smaller time span. However, in both
cases the maximum computed tension forces are inside the test tolerance range, which
shows the tremendous prediction capacity of the developed FE model.

2.5

Mining application

The agreement of the FE simulation results allowed us to adapt the system for a mining
application in Sishen, South Africa. The anchor points of the new prototype are then
adjusted to the topography described in Fig.2.7a, b. The rock impact is not vertical in
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Figure 2.6: Normalized cable forces: (a) bottom cable, and (b) inner middle upslope
cable.

Figure 2.7: Mine in Sishen, South Africa: (a) lateral view, and (b) general view.

this case and based on the topography a 60 degrees angle respect to the berm plane is
considered.
The position of the barrier is roughly indicated (Fig.2.7b). The length of the barrier is
100 m approximately, and is about 5 m away from the wall. The height of the wall above
the barrier without drape mesh is about 60 m. The maximum size of the possible falling
boulders has been estimated in 0.125 m3 . However, for the FE numerical simulation the
same impactor size and kinetic energy of the test previously discussed will be taken into
account.
Fig.2.8 shows the computed normalized tension forces on the bottom cable. The tension
forces are compared with the test case (Fig.2.8), showing similar results. However, the
peak force of the mining application barrier is 20% approximately higher than in the case
of the tested barrier, because the impact angle causes the bottom cable to be subjected
to a slightly higher peak force.
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Figure 2.8: Normalized bottom cable force histories: mining application prototype
vs. ETA barrier values.
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Background and Motivation
Several research studies have been carried out on the development of ring-net FE and
DE models. However, some of these models neglect important features that decrease
the model accuracy. Furthermore, additional assumptions are made when modelling
a full rockfall barrier system where this netting serves as the intercepting structure.
These assumptions reduce the accuracy of the model. In this article, FE models of
rockfall barrier components are obtained. The model parameters are configured via use of
optimization techniques. The structural components are modelled using beam elements,
and therefore, both bending and axial behaviour are herein incorporated. The proposed
computational scheme for simulating impact dissipation relies on General Contact (GC).
Contact friction is additionally considered in an effort to improve simulation accuracy
and to as closely as possible reflect the true configuration. The FE modelling scheme is
validated based on the simulation of real full scale experiments.

Overview and Contribution
This work presents for the first time the application of optimization techniques in updating parameters of FE models of rockfall barrier components. Furthermore, a ductile
damage model is used allowing a more realistic modelling of the manner in which wirerope cables and wire-ring nets undergo damage and dissipate energy. An additional
novelty of this work lies in the use of tie constraints and other additional features allowed in the General Contact (GC) algorithm available in Abaqus. Tie constraints were
used to build a post-to-plate connection allowing for a very close simulation of post
movement and rotation during impact.
The author of this thesis personally developed all FE models, carried out the analysis
involved, and developed the paper structure. Prof. Dr. E. Chatzi helped me understand
the principle of operation of the Genetic Algorithm (GC) and advised in developing the
method employed for the calibration of the model parameters. She additionally edited
the paper. My co-supervisor Dr. P. Bartelt assisted in the formulation of several sections
of the paper, and edited the draft version. Dr. C. Wendeler supplied information, and
figures describing the rockfall barrier components. Additionally, she edited parts of the
paper.
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Main Conclusions and link to the Next Article
Macroscopic FE models of steel wire-rope cables and steel wire-rings able to capture
the highly non-linear force vs. displacement behaviour observed in laboratory tests were
developed. These models take into account plasticity and damage in the bending and
axial response. The model parameters were obtained by using an improved form of the
Genetic Algorithm.
This calculation approach accurately predicts the forces in the cables, and the barrier
deformation. The FE simulation results show a good agreement not only in terms of
force histories, but also in terms of barrier deformation. The next article deals with
an improvement of the post-to-cable connectivity. It additionally deals with another
chain-link net whose model is based on the developments illustrated in Chapter 2. However, additional improvements are included that allow the chain-link stiffness to be more
accurately calculated.
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Abstract
Rockfall barriers are key protection systems in mountainous regions worldwide. They are
designed to intercept and capture falling rocks. Most systems are composed of flexible
steel wire-nets connected to wire-rope cables which are in turn attached to steel posts
and anchored to the ground. Additional energy dissipating devices can be connected to
the cables to enhance the performance of the barriers. The composition and geometrical arrangement of wires forming net components and cables are a severe limitation
to realistic finite element (FE) modeling of rockfall barriers. Detailed models are computationally expensive. Therefore, macroscopic models reflecting the system behavior
on a coarser scale, i.e., the global behavior, need to be derived. In this work, macroscopic FE models pertaining to the modeling of the wire-ring net and the spiral cables
have been developed and investigated. Material plasticity, damage initiation and ductile
damage are taken into account. The non-linear force displacement response obtained in
laboratory tests has been successfully reproduced by introducing additional parameters.
An inverse optimization process based on the multi-island genetic algorithm is used for
the determination of model parameters. The developed numerical approach succeeds in
modeling rockfall barrier connections in a manner that is more refined than previous
attempts, yet of low computational expense. The accuracy of this approach is verified by
the match between simulation and test results of a full scale rockfall barrier prototype
that was tested according to the ETAG027 standard.
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3.1

Introduction

Flexible steel barriers must satisfy engineering standards in order to be used to protect
mountain communities and infrastructure from rapid slope movements, such as rockfalls.
These standards impose structural performance requirements in terms of kinetic energy
of block impact EOTA [2012]; Gerber [2001]; Aus [2012]. To fulfill these requirements,
manufacturers commonly conduct a series of field tests when designing new systems.
Real scale prototyping, however, is slow and costly. Finite element simulations are a
cost-effective engineering tool to reduce prototyping costs. The finite element simulations
must be realistic, computationally efficient and verified with independent tests. Deriving
accurate macroscopic models that are able to reproduce the highly non-linear behavior
of flexible components such as wire-rope cables and nets is therefore of great importance.
This investigation presents macroscopic approaches to model wire-ring nets and wire-rope
cables.
The mechanical behavior of ring nets has been studied by performing quasi-static tensile
tests Gottschang [2001] and impact tests Grassl [2002]. These tests facilitated the development of a finite element based, macroscopic wire-ring net model consisting of truss
elements with diagonal springs to maintain the ring shape at high levels of deformation
Volkwein [2004]. Macroscopic models that take into account the bending stiffness of the
nets using spring elements tend to underestimate the global barrier stiffness. Springbased models assume that deformations are internal; they do not take into account
frictional processes such as ring-to-ring and ring-to-cables friction. Macroscopic ring-net
models have also been proposed, in which the wire-rings are substituted by simple truss
elements arranged in a rhomboidal pattern Gentilini et al. [2013, 2012]. More detailed
macroscopic wire-ring net models using beam elements with circular cross-section have
recently been proposed Escallón and Wendeler [2013]; Yiu et al. [2012]. These models allow for ring-to-ring contact in a realistic geometrical arrangement. This improves
the out-of-plane bending performance of the finite element model. Wire-rope cables have
been modeled with truss elements with a composite, circular cross-section Gentilini et al.
[2013, 2012]. However, because the cables support the net, improved model performance
is achieved using beam elements Tran et al. [2013]; Escallón et al. [2013].
Another challenge in the finite element simulation of flexible wire net barriers is modeling
the net-to-net, cable-to-net and cable-to-post contact behavior. Neglecting true contact
conditions typically leads to deformation patterns that deviate from reality, affecting the
force distribution within the net. An accurate simulation of the internal force distribution is required to model net failure. However, modeling the true contact conditions is
associated with higher computational costs. Realistic FE modeling has become feasible
with the introduction of parallel computing. Therefore, a more refined beam element
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discretization and true contact conditions can be taken into account Escallón and Wendeler [2013]; Yiu et al. [2012]; Tran et al. [2013]; Escallón et al. [2013], improving, as
a consequence the prediction of net deformation and force transmission with regard to
actual tests.
The force displacement behavior of flexible wire steel barrier components is typically
evaluated by means of quasi-static tension laboratory tests Volkwein [2004]; Gentilini
et al. [2013, 2012]. These tests show that the highly non-linear force-displacement behavior of wire-ring nets and wire-rope cables depends on the complex configuration of
wires and wire-strands respectively. In this paper, additional parameters are included
in the numerical model in order to simulate the highly non-linear force-displacement response of ring-nets and cables. Furthermore, plasticity and damage are also included in
the bending and axial response of the flexible components.
The inclusion of a larger number of design variables into the modeling process comes
at the cost of parameter uncertainty. In order to tackle this issue, an inverse formulation is proposed to determine the model parameters to achieve the best match with
laboratory results. The Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm (MIGA) was chosen as the particular optimization method to be employed. This tool was chosen because it is highly
versatile in handling the optimization of multi-modal functions. Heuristic approaches
such as Genetic Algorithms have been widely used in structural engineering problems
Adeli and Cheng [1993, 1994]; Adeli and Kumar [1995]; Dimou and Koumousis [2003].
Previous work on similar regimes has been conducted by Jafarkhani and Masri [2011];
Chatzi et al. [2011]; Marano et al. [2011]. Rajan used a genetic algorithm (GA) to perform shape, sizing and topology optimization of truss structures Descamps and Coelho
[2013]. The calibration of a macro-phenomenological law has been achieved using a GA
Charalampakis and Koumousis [2008]. For the flexible components of a rockfall barrier
the objective function to be minimized is not a straightforward function of the design
variables. Indeed, in this case the objective function is expressed in the form of an error
norm between simulation and measured quantities. We will show by means of a surface plot of the objective function vs. (a macroscopic model parameter, a constitutive
parameter) that several local minima/maxima occur for the wire-ring net problem.
The accuracy of the investigated approach is finally verified by performing a Maximum
Energy Level (MEL) test simulation of a rockfall barrier prototyped to meet the European EOTA [2012] standards for rockfall barrier testing. The availability of experimental
results is of great importance because it allows the verification and calibration of the finite
element models. The good match of the simulation results with the test data suggests
the possibility of accelerating the prototyping process through extensive numerical simulation. It additionally facilitates the planning of effective testing processes based on the
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findings of the simulation process. An explicit finite element modeling scheme is used
for this purpose using macroscopic models of wire-rings and wire-rope cables.

3.2

Flexible rockfall barrier components

In general, rockfall barriers consist of five structural elements:
• Flexible wire-nets
• Wire-rope cables
• Energy dissipating devices
• Posts and ground plates
• Connecting components, i.e. shackles.
The flexible nets are attached to the wire-rope cables and serve to intercept the falling
rocks. They transfer the block impact forces to the cables. Under a dynamic rockfall
loading, the nets deform and slide along the cables. This serves to optimize the load
distribution in the barrier. The flexible components are responsible for the kinetic energy
dissipation of block impact by sliding friction and plastic deformation. Additional energy
absorption can be achieved by attaching special purpose energy dissipating elements to
the cables (Fig. 3.1c). In section 3.6.2 further details about these devices are provided.
Cable-to-post connections transfer the impact loads to the posts and then to the ground
via ground plates. Uphill (Fig. 3.1a) and lateral anchors (Figs.3.1b and c) located at the
end of cables (or energy dissipating devices) transmit the remaining dynamic forces to
the ground. There is a geometric eccentricity between the net and the post (Fig. 3.1d),
which induce bending moments in the posts and cables. The eccentricity varies from 100
mm to 150 mm.
To create a FE model of the entire rockfall barrier, it is necessary to have independent test
results of the wire-rope cables, energy dissipating devices and net components. An inverse
formulation is used to calibrate the model parameters which best fit the experimental
results of wire-rope cable and wire-ring net components.

3.2.1

Wire-rope cables

Fig. 3.2 depicts a Warrington seale wire-rope cable with 6 strands, each strand contains 36 wires. This cable construction is thus identified as 6x36 (strand x wires) cable
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Figure 3.1: Rockfall barrier overview: (a) uphill cables, (b) full barrier drawing in
frontal view, (c) a lateral anchor and the elements attached to its head, and (d) barrier
model detail showing the post-to-net eccentricity.

Figure 3.2: Warrington Seale 6x36 cable construction.

type. Typical cables in rockfall barriers are 6x19 or 6x36 Warrington seale and 6x36
GEOBINEX. To determine the structural properties of the cables, we performed laboratory tests on different cable constructions. 6x36 GEOBINEX cable samples of 1.5 m
length were subjected to quasi-static uni-dimensional tensile loads of up to failure (450
kN). Data was collected up to failure, that is, beyond the plastic response of the cables.
Plastic strains of up to 2 % were reached in the tests. The measurement resolution was
300 measurements per 1 % strain.
The force reaction-displacement diagrams of the cables show three different stages of
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Figure 3.3: Laboratory cable reaction vs. displacement: Warrington Seale 6x36
diameter 18 mm.

response (Fig. 3.3). In the first stage (stage 1) for displacements between 1 and 4 cm,
the stiffness is very low and the tensile force reaches only 1% of the maximum force. This
behavior is non-linear elastic and is linked to the initial internal loose configuration of
the cable. More specifically, the lack of internal contact between strands produces this
behavior. If a small pretension is given to the wire-rope cables, this initial stage does
not take place (it occurs during the pre-tensioning), and the force-displacement behavior
demonstrates a linear increase (stage 2), until plasticity develops in the cable (stage 3).
These response features are illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

(a) d=18 mm

(b) d=20 mm

(c) d=22 mm

Figure 3.4: Warrington Seale 6x36 cable yield curves.
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Figure 3.5: Components of the rings: (a) single UHS steel wire strand bent nw times,
(b) steel clips, and (c) wire-rings with nw =5 and nw =19 [Volkwein, 2004].

The true stress and logarithmic strain curves were computed for each test series. This
requires a definition of the effective solid area of the cross-section. The effective area of
the cables is defined as:
Ac = f πd2 /4

(3.1)

where Ac is the equivalent cable cross-section area, f is the fill factor, and d is the cable
nominal diameter. Because of the slightly non-linear yield response of the cables, only
three critical points were sufficient to capture the yield behavior of the cables. Figs. 3.4a,
3.4b, and 3.4c show the different yield curves calculated for the various tests performed
on Warrington Seale cable samples of 18 mm, 20 mm, and 22 mm diameter, respectively.
The results indicate that the ductility of the equivalent macroscopic cable material decays
with an increase of the nominal diameter.

3.2.2

Wire-ring nets

The rings consist of a single steel wire strand wrapped together nw times. The investigated ring-net is made of a single bent ultra-high strength (UHS) 3 mm diameter steel
wire with 7 windings (nw = 7). However, the manufacturer fabricates rings also with 5,
12, 16 and 19 windings. The investigated rings have a 300 mm internal diameter, and
the wire bundle is held together by three ring metal clips (Fig. 3.5). The steel wire-ring
net consists of wire-rings loosely connected. Each of the inner rings is in contact with
four more rings, while the border rings have one or two rings in contact (Fig. 3.6). This
type of loose configuration allows the rings to vary their positions as the net is loaded,
achieving the optimal configuration in response to the load. Our ring model is based on
the load-deformation results obtained from laboratory tests carried out at the Swiss Federal Institute for Technology in Zurich (ETHZ) Gottschang [2001] (Fig. 3.7). Individual
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Figure 3.6: Detail of inner and border rings connectivity.

Figure 3.7: Quasi static tension test on a wire-ring with 2 contact zones: (a) front
view of the testing apparatus, and (b) side view of the testing apparatus.

rings and ring combinations were placed in a tension test apparatus and pulled apart
until the rings failed completely. The upper half of the testing apparatus moves with
respect to the lower half, which remains fixed. The individual ring test was conducted
at a constant deformation velocity of 1 mm/s. During the test only the displacement of
the head of the machine was measured. The resultant force is obtained by the measured
torque from the strain gauge. To capture the force decay behavior during damage, the
deformation velocity was reduced to 0.2 mm/s at the onset of damage.

3.3

Macroscopic FE models of flexible barrier components

The FE models that were developed for wire-rope cables and wire-rings were implemented
in the commercially available Finite Element code Abaqus/Explicit 6.12. To model the
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Figure 3.8: Cable sample model: (a) total cable sample, and (b) detail of the defect.

highly non-linear force-displacement behavior of these components, metal plasticity, damage initiation and evolution, and additional parameters such as geometric imperfections
are taken into account.

3.3.1

Wire-rope cable model

The wire-rope cable is modeled as a macro-equivalent structure with a circular crosssection of area Ac . An imperfection is implemented to describe the behavior stage 1
(low stiffness) shown in Fig. 3.3. The imperfection is shown in Fig. 3.8. It consists of
an extra rope loop arbitrary placed along the cable. This loop is approximated by a
square, with hinge elements located in every corner. The dimensions of the square are
chosen as a function of the initial displacement for which the low stiffness behavior of
stage 1 takes place (i.e. ≈ 45 mm in Fig. 3.3). The only imperfection parameter is then
the length s of a square side. This approach allows us to model the loose internal cable
configuration during the stage 1. With this simplified approach the stiffness of the stage
1 (section 3.2.1) is zero. The simulation results exhibit a similar response to the highly
detailed cable models Wang et al. [2013]. The cable is discretized using linear beam
elements. The optimal element size is defined by means of mesh convergence studies.

3.3.2

Wire-ring net model

The single ring is modeled as a macro-equivalent structure with a circular cross-section of
area AM . The cross sectional area of the rings was initially calculated as the sum of the
areas of the wires that compose the cross-section. However, results of this first analysis
indicated that this approach overestimates the bending stiffness of the ring Escallón and
Wendeler [2013]. An area reduction factor χ was introduced to determine the correct
bending stiffness of the ring. As a result, the macroscopic cross sectional area of the ring
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Figure 3.9: Quasi-static tension test on 1.5 m wire samples.

is calculated as Escallón and Wendeler [2013]:
2
AM = χπrw
nw

(3.2)

where rw is the wire radius. The parameter χ will be found by the proposed inverse
formulation.
The rings were discretized using linear beam elements. To model the quasi-static tensile
tests, the mesh was refined in the area of contact. Convergence studies were carried out
to define the optimal element size.

3.3.3

Constitutive models

Tension tests have been conducted on wire samples in university laboratory facilities
Gottschang [2001] (Fig. 3.9). From this data, a yield curve (true stress vs. logarithmic
strain) for a single 1.5 mm diameter wire was obtained. This curve can be well described
using only three critical points. The investigated rings are composed of a strand of this
wire (d=1.5 mm) wrapped together 7 times. The area reduction parameter χ decreases
the tensile strength of the ring. To counteract this effect, a new yielding curve is considered, with higher ductility and stress values. In this case also three points were taken into
account. The three points describing the yield curve of the macroscopic ring material
will be obtained using an inverse approach.
In addition to metal plasticity, ductile damage evolution has been taken into account.
An exponential damage evolution law in combination with a ductile damage initiation
criterion is applied. The typical stress-strain behavior of a material undergoing damage is
shown in Fig. 3.10a. The solid curve in the figure represents the bifurcated stress-strain
path. The bifurcation is a consequence of the defect imposed in the form of damage
initiation. Damage is initiated when the plastic strain equals εpS . The damage initiation
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Figure 3.10: Ductile damage: (a) Stress-strain curve with progressive damage degradation, and (b) exponential and linear softening laws Das [2011].

criterion is constant with respect to triaxiality in this case. Furthermore, the strain
rate dependency of the yield stress for Ultra High Strength Steel (UHSS) alloys can be
neglected for the strain rates involved in rockfall problems, typically in the range of 10
to 100 s−1 Escallón and Wendeler [2013]. In this range of strain rates, UHSS alloys
experience only modest degrees of strain-rate sensitivity Boyce and Dilmore [2009]. As
a consequence of damage, the yield stress decreases and the elastic stiffness degrades.
When the damage variable reaches the value d=1, the plastic strain is equal to εpf . The
implementation of the stress-displacement concept in a FEM requires the definition of a
characteristic length, L, which is associated with an integration point.
This formulation introduces the definition of the equivalent plastic displacement, up , as
the fracture work conjugate of the yield stress after the onset of damage. Before damage
p

p

p

initiation u̇ = 0; after damage initiation u̇ = Lε̇ . Fig. 3.10b shows the exponential
evolution of the damage variable with plastic displacement. This ductile damage model
requires two parameters, namely, upf and α.

3.4

Inverse optimization process

To determine the best-fit parameters of the wire-rings and wire-rope cables, an inverse
formulation was used that relies on the use of a heuristic methodology. The software
Isight 5.7 Das is used for this analysis. The Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm (MIGA) was
the chosen as the particular optimization method to be employed herein. This tool was
chosen as highly versatile in handling the optimization of multi-modal objective functions
based on its particular features which are elaborated upon in what follows.
The optimization cycle employed herein comprises three stages: the Simcode, the Data
Matching and the Optimization stage. The Simcode component is implemented for integrating Abaqus into the Isight optimization framework. Through appropriate setup of
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Figure 3.11: Sketch of the delta areas used in the objective function evaluation.

a Python script, the optimization variables are defined. The FE model is generated in
a next step and the ABAQUS solver is called upon for delivering the output reaction
force vs displacement curve for a specific configuration of the optimization parameter
set. The output from the Simcode is then passed on to the Data Matching component,
which is responsible for evaluating the optimization problem’s objective function. The
latter provides a measure for quantifying how fit a candidate solution is, i.e., how closely
it approximates the experimentally measured quantities. In this case, the sum of the absolute area difference between the simulation and target plot was chosen as the objective
function, which can be expressed as:

Objective F unction =

X

|∆A|

(3.3)

i

where ∆A is the area difference between the experimental and the simulation curve within
successive intersecting points (Fig. 3.11). The total area under the force-displacement
curve corresponds to the strain energy. Therefore, the optimization scheme enforced
herein seeks to minimize the discrepancy of strain energy between the simulated and the
experimentally obtained data.
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Preliminary optimization runs indicated that a good agreement between the FE simulations and the test results of the wire-rings may not be obtained on the basis of this
objective function alone. The preliminary studies showed that the tension capacity of
the ring was underestimated. In order to tackle this problem, the MIGA formulation was
enhanced with an additional constraint condition setting an upper bound (maximum) for
the force, as experimentally obtained during the laboratory tests at the onset of damage.
The optimization problem is defined as follows. Firstly, the input variable set pertaining
to the wire-ring model includes (1) the three yield curve points ((0, σy(1) ), (εp(2) , σy(2) ),
and (εp(3) , σy(3) )), (2) the plastic strain at damage initiation εpS , (3) the plastic displacement at failure upf , (4) Young modulus and (5) the area reduction factor χ. Based on
preliminary simulation results, a value of the damage parameter α=1 was found to better
represent the behavior of the ring during damage. It was therefore not included in the
optimization cycle.
Secondly, the input variable set pertaining to the cable model includes (1) the yield
curve points, (2) the plastic strain at damage initiation εpS , (3) the plastic displacement
at failure upf , (4) Young modulus and (5) the imperfection variable s. However, the yield
curve points, and the Young modulus are obtained directly from the laboratory tests
(section 3.2.1) and were not considered as variables in the optimization process.
Fig. 3.12 depicts the radial basis approximation of the objective function vs. the plastic strain at damage initiation and the area reduction parameter χ. Fig. 3.13 depicts
the radial basis approximation of the maximum force (additional constraint) vs. the
plastic strain at damage initiation and the area reduction parameter χ. These figures
illustrate the presence of multiple local minima/maxima for the ring problem, i.e, denote
a multimodal objective function. This was the primary driver for selecting MIGA as
the heuristic optimization tool, since it is particularly adept in avoiding areas of local
optima, which are inevitably associated with multimodal functions.
Prior to the execution of the optimization cycle, an optimum Latin Hypercube Sampling technique McKay et al. [1979] is applied for setting up the initial population, i.e.,
performing the Design of Experiment (DoE). The results of the DoE additionally serve
in defining the range of variation of the optimization variables (search space). Tab. 3.1
illustrates the optimization parameters for the ring along with their lower and upper
search space bounds. For the case of the wire-rope cables, the optimization parameters
and their range of variation is provided in Table 3.2. Finally, the Optimization process
is formulated as the problem of minimizing the specified objective function under the
imposed constraint. For more details on the general workings of a GA one can refer to
previous work by Chatzi et al. [2011], as well as fundamental literature on this topic Oei
et al. [1991]; Whitley et al. [1998].
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Parameter Name Lower Upper
upf [mm]

2

15

0.08

0.12

0.008

0.012

0.08

0.12

σy(1) [MPa]

1770

1900

σy(2) [MPa]

1900

2050

σy(3) [MPa]

2050

2200

εpS [-]
εp(2) [-]
εp(3) [-]

E [MPa]

180000 210000

χ [-]

0.40

0.55

Table 3.1: Ring optimization parameters

As aforementioned, the particular variant of the GA solutions implemented herein is
termed the Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm (MIGA). MIGA is developed based on the
standard Genetic Algorithm scheme, which operates on the principle of the well-established
operators of selection, crossover and mutation. The main feature of MIGA, differentiating it from the standard GA, is the fact that each population of individuals (i.e. set of
candidate solutions) is divided into several sub-populations called "islands". The traditional genetic operations are then performed separately on each island. Some individuals
are selected from each island and migrated to different islands periodically, employing
the selection method of roulette Hu et al. [2014]; L. Chen [2005]. The two parameters
added to govern the evolution in the MIGA scheme are the migration interval and migration rate Meng et al. [2010]. The migration interval essentially constitutes the period of
vibration, whereas the migration rate specifies the percentage of individuals that migrate
from each island. The philosophy of the MIGA scheme is not far from the commonly
applied niching methods for GAs. Niching methods extend the simple genetic algorithms
by promoting the formation of sub-populations in the neighborhood of the local optimal solutions. In the philosophy of the niching methods, the MIGA algorithm as well,
maintains population diversity and permits genetic algorithms to explore more search
space so as to identify multiple peaks, whether optimal or otherwise. In this way, MIGA
can avoid the local optima and alleviate premature convergence. Of course based on the
"no-free-lunch" theorem, no optimization method is universally optimal. For this problem however it was found that the MIGA leads to an optimal solution at a satisfactory
convergence rate. Tab. 3.3 illustrates the values obtained when employing the MIGA
options supported in Isight 5.7. The optimal parameter set that satisfied the imposed
constraint yielding the minimal value of the objective function was concluded after a
total of 1000 executions.
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Parameter Name Lower Upper
upf [mm]
εpS

20

[-]

40

0.005 0.007

s [mm]

10

30

Table 3.2: WS d=18 mm cable optimization parameters

Elite size

1

Interval of Migration

5

Number of Generations

10

Number of Islands

10

Penalty Base

0.0

Penalty Exponent

2

Penalty Multiplier

1000.0

Random seed value

-1

Rate of Crossover

1.0

Rate of Migration

0.01

Rate of Mutation

0.01

Rel Tournament Size

0.5

Sub-population Size

10

Table 3.3: MIGA Options values

Figure 3.12: Radial basis function surface approximation of the objective function
vs.plastic strain at damage initiation and area reduction factor χ.

3.4.1

Quasi-static cable test

The numerical simulation of the cable test was carried out using an explicit time integration scheme. The time increment of the calculation scheme depends on the wave velocity.
The wave velocity in a one-dimensional element (i.e. a truss element) can be evaluated
√
as: c = (E/ρ). To obtain information coming from a wave passing through an element,
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Figure 3.13: Radial basis function surface approximation of the maximum force
vs.plastic strain at damage initiation and area reduction factor χ.

the calculation time increment cannot be larger than the time needed for the wave to pass
through the element, also known as 4tcrit . The explicit time step in a FEM based on
the element-by-element stability estimate can be written as: 4t 6 Lmin /c, where Lmin
is the smallest element size in the numerical domain, and c is the wave velocity passing
through such element. The calculation can be accelerated by artificially increasing the
density of the material, which is the so-called, mass-scaling approach Chung et al. [1998];
Han et al. [2007].
The mass-scaling approach was used for the numerical simulation of the cable laboratory
test. In this case, the ratio of the total kinetic energy to the total internal energy was less
than 1% over the pulling process, thus maintaining the quasi-static condition. However,
when the damage variable d is equal to 1, significant dynamic effects take place. Fig. 3.14
illustrates the progression of the simulation of the test, from the cable initial configuration
until damage. Fig. 3.15 shows the cable test and simulation results.

3.4.2

Quasi-static ring-net test

The simulation of this test was also carried out using an explicit calculation scheme with
mass-scaling. The quasi-static nature of the test was maintained until the scalar variable
d is equal to 1, similar to the ring test.
Fig. 3.16 shows the evolution of the ring deformation at different stages. Fig. 3.16(a)
depicts the initial configuration; Fig. 3.16(b) illustrates the deformation at which plasticity starts to occur. The behavior that takes place from the initial configuration to
the initiation of plastic behavior in Fig. 3.16(b) is described by the elastic bending and
stretching properties of the ring. The plastic region around the contact zone increases as
the test proceeds as shown in Fig. 3.16(c). The ring bends until a maximum curvature
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Figure 3.14: Cable test simulation: contours of equivalent plastic strain: (a) initial
configuration, (b) deformed configuration before failure, and (c) failure.

Figure 3.15: test and best fit simulation results: cable WS 6x36 diameter 18 mm.

at the contact zone takes places. It subsequently behaves like a rod subjected to pure
stretching (Fig. 3.16(d)).
In terms of the damage variable d, the behavior is shown in Fig. 3.17. Fig. 3.17(a)
displays the deformation state for which damage initiates. This stage is between the
deformation shown in Fig. 3.16(c) and Fig. 3.16(d). Fig. 3.17(b) shows the deformation
of the ring immediately before collapse and Fig. 3.17(c) illustrates the failure mechanism.
Fig. 3.18(a) displays the results from the quasi-static tests and the numerical simulation
with the best fit parameters obtained from the optimization process. Fig. 3.18(b) displays
a zoom in the part of the plot where purely tensile response takes place. It can be seen
that the purely tensile response of the numerical model shifts the deformation response
4 to 8 mm to the left with respect to the laboratory tests. This comes from the fact that
the ring cross-section does not remain circular because the wire strands rearrange during
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
+2.322e 01
+2.129e 01
+1.935e 01
+1.742e 01
+1.548e 01
+1.355e 01
+1.161e 01
+9.676e 02
+7.741e 02
+5.806e 02
+3.871e 02
+1.935e 02
+0.000e+00

Figure 3.16: Deformation and contours of plastic equivalent strain: (a) initial configuration, (b) initiation of plasticity, (c) plastic localization for 30% of the total elongation,
and (d) plastic localization before failure.

deformation (Fig. 3.7). Therefore the moment of inertia of the ring does not remain
constant. This effect is not included in the model.

3.5

Rockfall protection barrier

In section 3.6 a new numerical approach to model rockfall barrier connections in a detailed
manner is presented. To verify this approach and FE models of the wire-ring nets and
wire-rope cables, a flexible rockfall protection barrier was selected for calculation. The
chosen system was recently developed and it is certified with the European Technical
Approval according to the ETAG027 guideline. Full scale test data are available to verify
the FE model Ďuricová [2013]. The system is named RXE-1000; that is, it is able to stop
a falling block with a kinetic energy of 1000 kJ. A special feature of this particular system
is the reduced deformation of the net in comparison to systems commonly designed for
1000 kJ block impact. The system shows deformations that are smaller because of
additional intermediate cables that are woven through the net (Fig. 3.19). Furthermore,
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(a)

(b)

(c)
+1.000e+00
+9.167e 01
+8.333e 01
+7.500e 01
+6.667e 01
+5.833e 01
+5.000e 01
+4.167e 01
+3.333e 01
+2.500e 01
+1.667e 01
+8.333e 02
+0.000e+00

Figure 3.17: Deformation and contours of the damage variable d: (a) Damage initiation, (b) maximum deformation right before d is equal to 1, and (c) sample failure for
d=1.

two guiding cables are installed. Two rings are attached to these cables by shackles, on
both sides of each post foot and head. The support cables are woven through the rest
of the border rings (Fig. 3.20). The advantage of this design is that (1) the load on the
support cables is alleviated and (2) the net is less tightly stretched around the posts and
therefore large cable-to-net openings are hindered. This is in compliance to the Austrian
Standards Aus [2012]. The support and guiding cables are connected to the post heads
and ground plates by means of yokes (Fig. 3.20).
Fig. 3.1c shows the lateral anchor at which an energy dissipating device is connected.
Four cables (the lower intermediate, bottom support, bottom U, and lateral) are connected to the energy dissipating device. Alternatively, the lateral cable can be connected
to an additional anchor (Fig. 3.23). Fig. 3.21 displays the lateral anchor at which the
second energy dissipating device is connected. This device is connected to three cables
(the upper intermediate, top support and top U). The barrier is symmetric around the
center field. Thus, in total there are four energy dissipating devices which are attached
to the lateral anchors on the left and right sides of the barrier. The energy dissipating
device is shown in Fig. 3.21. It consists of two steel rods which are inserted into a mandrel (Fig. 3.22a). In the event of an impact, the solid steel rods slide 180 degrees through
the mandrel absorbing energy by friction and plastic deformation. The two rods can
slide through the mandrel (Fig. 3.22b) up to a preset cutoff length, which in this case is
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Figure 3.18: Test and best fit simulation results: (a) full plot, and (b) zoom-in around
the purely tensile response part of the plot.

Figure 3.19: Intermediate cables woven through the rings.

approximately 3000 mm, movement is then inhibited by a constricting weld at the end
of the rod.
Fig. 3.23 shows the load cell positions as well as the anchor and energy dissipating device
locations in the rockfall barrier. The lateral cables are attached to independent anchors.
The position of the impact block was determined according to the annex A.3 of the
ETAG027 EOTA [2012]. The block is made of concrete and its shape is a polyhedron
defined in the annex A.2 of the ETAG027. The block mass was 3120 kg. The block
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Figure 3.20: Cable-to-bottom energy dissipating device connection, and lateral anchor.

Figure 3.21: Rings woven through the top support cable and rings attached to the
top U-cable by shackles.

Figure 3.22: Energy dissipating device: (a) undeformed state of the device, and (b)
deformed state after a MEL test on the RXE-1000 barrier.
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Figure 3.23: Load cell positions (Ďuricová [2013]).

was dropped from a height of 32 m approximately and reached a speed of 25.35 m/s
at net impact. The block trajectory was completely vertical. The slope inclination is
approximately 80 degrees and therefore the trajectory inclination satisfies the ETAG027
requirements. For further information about the testing requirements, please refer to
EOTA [2012]. The ETA approval of this system was issued by the Building Testing and
Research Institute (TSUS).

3.6

FE model of the rockfall barrier

The numerical scheme relies on the general contact algorithm of the Abaqus finite element code Das [2011]. The hard contact behavior was approximated by a penalty contact
method. This method approximates contact enforcement using penalty stiffness. Additionally frictional contact behavior is considered using a Coulomb-type model. Energy
is dissipated by means of frictional interactions. The assumed general dynamic friction
coefficient was µd =0.1. However, different dynamic friction coefficients were assumed for
two contact interactions: (1) a dynamic friction coefficient of µd =0.4 was used to model
the concrete block-ring net interaction. This friction coefficient corresponds to measured
concrete-steel µ values 0.3-0.4 Staff. In this range the influence on the ring deformation
is small Volkwein [2004]. (2) A friction coefficient of µ=0.2 was used to model the interaction between shackles and cables. The sliding friction data published in Persson [2000]
was considered to define the steel-steel friction coefficients. For more details about the
influence of using different steel-steel and block-steel friction coefficients one can refer to
Volkwein [2004]; Tran et al. [2013].

3.6.1

Posts and foundations

The posts were divided into two different parts: the I-beam (HE-160A) and the flange
that connects the beam to the base plate. The 4500 mm long I-beam was discretized into
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linear beam elements and assigned elastic-plastic properties corresponding to the steel
grade S355 de Jesus et al. [2012]. The flange was modeled as a three-dimensional part,
which is connected to the base plate via a bolt. The flange, the base plate and the bolt
are treated as rigid bodies. These parts are discretized using linear hexagonal elements
with the purpose of having contact facets. A tie constraint is used to connect the I-beam
with the flange. Fig. 3.24a shows the master surface belonging to the flange and the
slave node of the I-beam. The master role of the flange comes from the fact that is a
rigid body. Fig. 3.24b shows that the post is able to rotate around the z-axis, and the
rotation magnitude is limited by the base plate. This way of modeling the post-to-base
plate connection allows more realistic post movements in the simulation.

I-beam
one-dimensional
feature
(HE HAE
160A
section)
part:
beam
section
HE 160A
section
assigned
slave node
slave contact
node

post can rotate
around the z axis

master contact
surface

base plate
bolt

flange
three-dimensional
feature part

x
X

z
Z

Y

x

X

Z

y

y

(a) Surface-to-node tie constraint between the
three-dimensional and the one dimensional parts
that compose the post

z

Y

(b) Front view of the post-to-base plate connection
via a bolt

Figure 3.24: Post-to-Base plate connection.

3.6.2

Energy dissipating devices

Mechanical descriptions of energy dissipating devices can be found in Gentilini et al.
[2013]; Studer [2001]. Their behavior can be assessed my means of 1D models Gentilini
et al. [2013, 2012]; Escallón et al. [2013]. More detailed 3D FE models have also been
developed Gentilini et al. [2013]. In this barrier model, the energy dissipating devices
are idealized by axial connectors that are located between the support cables and the
load cells (Fig. 3.25). The connector behaves according to a nonlinear piecewise function
between contact tangential force (T) and slip (CCU1), which was determined from quasistatic tensile laboratory test results (Fig. 3.26). Details on the quasi-static laboratory
tests performed on the energy dissipating devices of the modeled barrier are found in
Ďuricová [2013]. The axial connector provides a connection between two nodes. The slip
is measured along the x-axis from node b to node a. The local coordinate system rotates
as the nodes change position (Fig. 3.25). Fig. 3.25a shows the axial connector length at 5
milliseconds of the impact step, while Fig. 3.25b shows the connector at 175 milliseconds.
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Figure 3.25: Axial connectors that model the energy dissipating devices: (a) axial
connector at 5 ms of the impact step, and (b) axial connector at 175 ms of the impact
step.

Fig. 3.25b shows an increase in length that corresponds to the elongation of the energy
dissipating device. It also shows the rotation of the local coordinate system. The axial
connector also includes a stop mechanism upon achieving the total running length of the
energy dissipating device.

3.6.3

Flexible components: wire-rope cables and wire-ring nets

In practice the wire-rope cables are pre-stressed (tightened) such that the initial low
stiffness response (stage 1, Fig. 3.3) cannot take place. As a consequence, the geometric
imperfection introduced in section 3.3.1 can be neglected.
Because the modeling approach relies on general contact (GC), the FE model needs to
prevent initial cable-to-cable overclosures. In the model, at some specific positions more
than one cable is connected to a vertex, i.e., at the connection with the element used
to model the energy dissipating device (node a in Fig. 3.25). To solve this problem
cable-to-cable contact was excluded from the GC domain.
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Figure 3.26: Contact tangential force vs. slip piecewise function used to model the
energy dissipating devices.

The net is modeled as an interwoven collection of individual rings which are in contact
with one another as in the real ring-net system. The rings were first discretized using
quadratic beam elements. However, the first simulation results revealed that linear beam
elements also reproduce the measured cable forces. To improve calculation speed, the
final stage of model verification was therefore carried out using the linear beam elements.
The block-to-ring-net contact condition allows for a coarser mesh in comparison to the
case of the numerical simulation of the quasi-static test. To simulate the laboratory tests,
very fine ring meshes were required to deal properly with contact between the machine
bolts and the ring. Such fine meshes are not required for the simulation of real scale net
impact. Mesh convergence studies were nonetheless carried out to optimize the net and
block mesh discretization.

3.6.4

Connections

In the actual barrier, the support cables are woven through the wire rings. To simplify
the cable to ring connection in the FE model, the cables are not woven through the rings
but attached via shackles. The shackles and other connecting elements are treated as
rigid bodies. Fig. 3.27 displays the model of an inner post at 150 milliseconds of the
impact step. It shows that around the posts only four shackles are connected to the
U-cable. The upslope cables are attached to the post head via a connector element. This
element transmits only translational degrees of freedom.
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join connectors:
connecting elements to the post head

top U-cable

upslope cables

top support cable

Figure 3.27: Net-to-cable connections: inner post.

3.7
3.7.1

Numerical simulation of the MEL certification test
Quasi-static calculation

Prior to simulating the actual block impact, it is important to take into account the
deformed state of the intercepting structure. This is achieved by performing a quasistatic calculation prior to impact which takes into account gravity forces Escallón and
Wendeler [2013]. The execution of the static step improves the prediction of the barrier
deformation. The procedure consists in applying the gravitational load in a quasi-static
manner, i.e., gravitational acceleration is increased smoothly from 0 to g in 1 second,
which is the duration of the static step. We did not consider a mass-scaling approach
Volkwein [2004]. Artificially increasing the nodal masses decreases the net accelerations
and as a consequence the predicted net sag is smaller with respect to the measurements.
This approach establishes accurate starting conditions for the dynamic analysis.
During the static step a constant velocity boundary condition is given to the block’s
center of mass (Fig. 3.28a). This velocity equals the one measured during the test at
impact. The simulated block falling height is then calculated as:
hf = Vimp tst + Snet

(3.4)

where hf is the falling height of the block over the ring-net impact point, Vimp is the
impact velocity measured in the test, tst is the duration of the static step (1 second), and
Snet is the static sag of the net at the impact point which is estimated based on field data.
The adopted sag allowed the block to be positioned slightly over the net at the beginning
of the impact calculation step. This procedure is computationally less expensive than
considering the free-fall from the actual height, because the time to achieve the impact
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Figure 3.28: Rockfall protection barrier model: (a) end of the quasi-static step, and
(b) beginning of the impact step.

velocity in the model is smaller. In a real rockfall barrier installation, all cables are pretensioned. However, commonly the pre-tension in lateral, and upslope cables is smaller
than 10 kN, which is just enough to avoid the aforementioned loose stage response of the
cable (stage 1). For this model, only the support, intermediate, and U-cables were pretensioned. To optimize the computational time, these cables are pre-tensioned during
the static step. The pretension is applied as nodal forces to the anchor points. Neumann
boundary conditions are imposed. Specifically, the rotational velocities of the anchor
points are constrained during pre-tensioning, while the translational velocities are free
(Fig. 3.28a). The pretension forces are obtained from the certification test measurements.
These forces are increased smoothly from 0 at tstatic = 0 seconds to the predefined values
at tstatic = 1 seconds.
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3.7.2

Impact calculation

The concrete block is treated as a rigid body, because it is much stiffer than the net.
At impact, the boundary conditions are modified: the anchor nodes are free to rotate
but the translational velocities are constrained (Fig. 3.28b). The applied nodal pretension forces are deactivated at the impact calculation step. Furthermore, the velocity
boundary condition imparted to the block must be removed at this step. The velocity of
block increases due to gravity until the ring-to-ring contact is fully realized. The duration
of the impact simulation is set equal to 0.5 seconds, which approximately represents the
impact duration. Fig. 3.28b shows the three dimensional configuration of the model at
the beginning of the impact calculation.

3.8
3.8.1

Results
Barrier deformation

Fig. 3.29 compares the experimental (first column) and numerical (second column) response of the barrier during the MEL test. The maximum ring-net deformation as
measured according to the ETAG027 is 4.36 m, while the calculated deformation is 4.26
m.

3.8.2

Load cell measurements

The sampling frequency of both the experimental and numerical force data is 1/0.5 ms.
The force histories at the load cells (MEL test) are shown in Fig. 3.30. The experimental
force histories (thin, black) Ďuricová [2013] are compared to the FEM force histories
(bold, black). The model prediction of the force histories on the Z12, and Z13 load
cells highly depends on the model of the energy dissipating devices, the cable-to-ring-net
interaction and ring-net deformation. The peak forces match well. However, the area
below the numerical force history of load cell Z12 is slightly larger than the experimental
force history. The accurate match proved that the modeling approach is realistic for
these features. The model prediction on the other load cells depends on the cable-topost, and post-to-base plate connections and post behavior. For these load cells higher
discrepancies are shown, especially for the load cells that are placed on the cables attached
to one of the border posts. These posts move towards the impact zone, causing forces
to be transmitted to the lateral cables. The rotation of the posts also cause reaction
forces in the uphill anchors. The higher FEM peak force in the lateral cable (load cell
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Figure 3.29: Numerical simulation (right) compared with video frames (left) of the
concrete block impact on the barrier RXE-1000 (MEL test) at times after first contact:
(a) t1 = 0.0 ms (b) t2 = 160 ms (c) t3 = 320 ms and (d) t4 = 500 ms.

Z11) is explained by a larger rotation around the z-axis of the border post with respect
to the test. This larger rotation also explains the smaller forces transmitted to the load
cell Z9, while larger forces are transmitted to the load cell Z15. The match, however,
improves significantly for the load cells Z1 and Z7, which are located in uphill cables
that are attached to an inner post.
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Figure 3.30: Load cell histories: (a-c) lateral anchors, (d-g) uphill anchors.
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3.9

Conclusions

Finite element simulations are a cost-effective engineering tool for reducing prototyping
costs of flexible rockfall protection barriers. To prove efficacy, the FE scheme must be
both accurate and computationally efficient. With this aim we developed macroscopic FE
models of steel wire-rope cables and steel wire-rings which are able to capture the highly
non-linear force vs. displacement behavior observed in laboratory tests. These models
take into account plasticity and damage in the bending and axial response. Furthermore,
a geometrical imperfection allows modeling the loose initial configuration of the wire-rope
cable. This leads to a better match between simulation and laboratory test results. In the
case of the wire rings, the introduction of the area reduction factor χ permits capturing
the sudden transition between the flexible elastic bending and stretching stage and the
purely tensile response of a ring. We applied an inverse formulation to find the model
parameter values that best fit the single component laboratory results. The inverse
formulation relies on the application of a heuristic optimization algorithm (MIGA) that
suits highly non-linear problems in which the objective function exhibits several local
minima/maxima. This is an important step in the application of the finite element
method in the simulation of rockfall barriers. It eliminates subjective determination of
model parameters and increases the calibration efficiency. The inverse formulation is
carried out in order to infer the optimal parameters for the utilized model of the system
(also referred to as "forward model"). Therefore the optimization process served to
calibrate, the single ring and cable parameters.
The energy dissipating devices play a crucial role in the dissipation of the kinetic energy
of the impact block. The manufacturer carries out on a yearly basis quasi-static tests on
these elements to assess their quality and behavior. The tests results provided us with
a piecewise relationship between tensile force and slip to characterize these components.
This relationship is implemented in an axial connector that dissipates energy in a realistic
manner. Furthermore, additional energy dissipation is considered by modeling ring-toring contact in a realistic manner.
To verify the models of the most important rockfall barrier components such as: (1)
energy dissipating devices, (2) wire-ring net, (3) wire-rope cables, and (4) posts, a flexible
rockfall protection barrier was selected for numerical simulation. Full scale experimental
data are available to verify the FE model. The barrier is able to stop a falling block with
a kinetic energy of 1000 kJ. The chosen barrier was recently developed and it is certified
with the European Technical Approval according to the ETAG027 guideline. This system
has two innovative features: (1) the intermediate cables are woven through the net and (2)
the U-cables serve to alleviate the loads in the support cables. The numerical approach
includes realistic modeling of connections such as post-to-base plate. Another important
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improvement in modeling rockfall barriers is the application of general contact algorithms
to simulate the complex interaction between the (1) flexible net and wire-rope cables, (2)
shackle-to-wire-rope cable, (3) shackle-to-wire-ring, (4) post-to-shackles and (5) blockto-flexible net. These interactions include friction and contribute to the dissipation of
block kinetic energy. The realistic modeling of cable-to-post and ring-to-ring connections
allows us to model the internal force distribution within the barrier. This calculation
approach accurately predicts the forces in the cables, and the barrier deformation.
The FE simulation results show a good agreement not only in terms of force histories,
but also in terms of barrier deformation. This suggests the accuracy of the models implemented for the energy dissipating devices, the wire ring-net, the wire-rope cables, and the
posts. Modeling connections and contact in a realistic manner comes at higher computational cost with respect to other modeling schemes. Simpler FE models, i.e., consider
the overall net as a macroscopic structure where ring-to-ring contact is neglected. The
herein FE modeling approach, however, is simple to script, which significantly reduces
modeling time. Furthermore, parallel computing decreases computational time.
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Background and Motivation
This work presents a thorough and comprehensive manner for the modelling of chainlink nets with loose connections. It extends the work performed in Chapter 2, including
additional features which further enhance the quality of the simulation. It additionally
demonstrates the application of the Downhill Simplex (DS) optimization technique for
fine-tuning the parameters of the developed model, based on experimental records. This
work further presents an improvement approach to the post-to-cables connection scheme
developed in Chapter 3.

Overview and Contribution
A model of the knot-end connections was implemented for the chain-link. This model
considers the movement at the knot-end connections as it occurs in the manufactures
systems. These loose connections are modelled with special connector elements. The
numerical simulation results exhibit a good match with respect to closed-form analytical
models as well as with respect to test measurements.
The author of this thesis personally developed all FE models, carried out all associated
analysis, and developed the paper structure. Prof. Dr. E. Chatzi posed key scientific
questions that the main author addressed through the paper in order to clearly indicate
the novelty of the work. Additionally, she suggested some further analyses and comparisons in order to prove the accuracy of the developed models. My colleague Albrecht
Von Bötticher wrote the Section 2 of the paper in which he summarized part of the work
developed in his PhD Thesis. He additionally assisted in editing parts of the paper. My
co-supervisor Dr. P. Bartelt helped me write several sections of the paper, and edited the
draft version. Dr. C. Wendeler supplied information, and figures describing the rockfall
barrier components.

Main Conclusions and link to the Next Article
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Using the insight gained from a closed-form analytical model, an explicit finite element
computational scheme based on general contact (GC) to model the chain-link nets was
developed. Quasi-static tensile laboratory tests performed on chain-link net samples
served to identify these behavioural features. The tests provided additional insight into
the damage process and the role of friction at the contact between chain-link elements.
The Von Mises plasticity model and a ductile damage law were used to model the chainlink material.The FE model was able to reproduce the behaviour of the shear (S), axial
(N), and bending (M) diagrams obtained with the closed form analytical model. Furthermore, the finite element model predicted the axial (N) and bending (M) interaction
predicted with the conceptual model. The model also reproduced the M-N path in the
plastic range until failure. Finally, the overall force-displacement response of the net
was well approximated. Full scale test data were available to verify the FE model. The
simulation results showed a good match with respect to the measured data in terms of
peak forces and force-time integral (FTI).
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Abstract
Chain-link wire nets are used for slope stabilization, natural hazard protection systems,
mine and tunnel safety and many other important applications. In rockfall protection
barriers the nets are designed to withstand dynamic, impulsive loadings. As they are
composed of ultra high strength steel wires with loose three-dimensional connections, the
high resistance nets are very flexible and serve to efficiently distribute loads throughout
the structure. Rockfall barrier design requires accurate numerical simulations. In this
work, a Finite Element model of chain-link nets is developed. To treat the complex
contact interactions among chain-link elements and rockfall barrier components we develop a computational scheme relying on a general contact algorithm. The non-linear
force displacement response of the net obtained in tensile quasi-static laboratory tests
is successfully reproduced by the numerical model. The model parameters are obtained
by numerical optimization techniques. The calibrated chain-link model with contact
is shown to successfully simulate a full-scale test of a flexible rockfall protection barrier. The numerical schemes allow us to accurately model the mechanical behaviour of
chain-link wire nets with loose connections.
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4.1

Introduction

Flexible steel wire nets are essential components of protection systems. Three specific
applications in rockfall hazard mitigation are: interception barriers [Grassl, 2002; Volkwein, 2004; Gentilini et al., 2013, 2012; Escallón et al., 2014], drapes [Thoeni et al., 2014]
and attenuator systems [Glover et al., 2012], see Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. A general feature of
these systems is the use of flexible steel wire nets with different geometries (hexagonal,
rhomboidal, ring) and connection types (loose, double twisted). Manufactures of wire
net systems require accurate numerical simulation techniques to develop new systems
and reduce development costs. This comprises a challenging problem because the wide
range of net geometries and net connection types demand robust numerical algorithms
to treat the complex contact interactions between structural components in an efficient
and realistic manner.
Commonly used wire nets include chain-link and double-twisted hexagonal nets. The
double-twisted nets are arranged in repeating hexagonal mesh geometries [Thoeni et al.,
2013]. Loose connection chain link nets are arranged in repeating rhomboidal patterns
(Fig. 4.3). Loose connection chain links are composed of a single wire or triple twisted
spiral wires. The combination of flexibility and high resistance make loose connection
chain-link nets ideal for use for rockfall impact barriers, slope stabilization, and temporary tunnel support where protection measures must withstand large forces. In loose
connection nets, wire/s are bent to form the chain-to-chain connections. The size, shape
and out-of-plane dimension (eccentricity) of the loose connections make the nets highly
efficient interception structures. This work deals with flexible chain-link nets composed
of ultra high strength steel (UHSS) triple twisted spiral wires with loose connections.
The response to tensile loads of these nets [Boetticher, 2012] is non-linear and more flexible in comparison to nets with double twisted connections [Thoeni et al., 2014, 2013;
Spadari et al., 2012].
Numerical Finite Element (FE) and Discrete Element (DE) models have been developed
to simulate rockfall barriers containing double-twisted, hexagonal nets [Thoeni et al.,
2014, 2013; Spadari et al., 2012]. Because of their geometry and connection type, wire-towire contact (with sliding friction), and load eccentricities have a negligible effect on their
behaviour. Therefore, a two-dimensional approximation of the net geometry is sufficient
to capture the response to loading. However, to model loose connection chain-link nets,
eccentric connections and contact with sliding friction need to be modelled. Thus, the
three-dimensionality and the true contact interactions of the chain-link net elements need
to be taken into account to capture the soft, non-linear response to tensile loading. A first
attempt to model such nets was developed by [Boetticher, 2012] who applied a DE model
to reproduce the force vs. displacement behaviour obtained from laboratory and field
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tests. The model was simplified such that the 3D geometry effects were replaced by a 2D
geometry in combination with a non-linear material law that could account for the threedimensional geometric effects. Axial elastic-plastic springs are located at the connections.
The spring stiffness and resistance varies according to the mesh opening angle [Boetticher,
2012]. This is in fact a consequence of the complex mechanical behaviour caused by
the real three-dimensionality of the net geometry. The model parameters have been
calibrated for every type of mesh dimensions of the manufactured chain-link nets based
on tensile quasi-static laboratory tests. This model has been implemented in a DE
computer code used to perform numerical simulations of rockfall barriers [Volkwein,
2004]. The drawback of this simplified model lies in that large amount of tests are
required to calibrate the angle dependent stiffness and failure load in case the geometry
changes.
This investigation continues with the development and improvement of a modelling
scheme relying on General Contact (GC) [Escallón and Wendeler, 2013; Escallón et al.,
2013, 2014]. In this computational scheme, the hard contact behaviour is approximated
by a penalty contact method. This method approximates contact enforcement using a
penalty stiffness. The frictional contact behaviour is considered using a Coulomb-type
model. The basic idea behind this scheme is to model the contact interactions between
structural components as close as possible to those of real systems. Ring-net rockfall
systems have been already modelled with this approach [Escallón and Wendeler, 2013;
Escallón et al., 2014]. Initial studies on the use of GC to model chain-link systems have
been also carried out [Escallón et al., 2013]. In this investigation the modelling of contact
interactions is extended and optimization techniques are used to approximately identify
the model parameters. This paper presents a modelling scheme that takes into account
the three-dimensional geometry of the chain-link nets with loose connections in a realistic
manner.
The rope construction of the chain-link net is idealized with a circular cross-section. However, the circular area needs to be modified to simulate correctly the bending behaviour.
This is achieved by introducing an area decreasing factor χ, similar to a procedure used
to model the bending stiffness of rings composed of a multiple bent wires [Escallón and
Wendeler, 2013; Escallón et al., 2014]. The area decreasing factor and the constitutive
parameters (linear elasticity and metal plasticity) are found using parameter optimization techniques. Therefore, the model should predict the response of nets with different
geometries but with the same cross-section. A ductile damage constitutive model was
additionally considered.
One problem that must be addressed is the appropriate element size in the FE discretization. A very fine mesh in the area of the connections is needed for achieving a satisfactory
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Figure 4.1: Rockfall protection barriers: (a) wire-rope chain link net as part of a
rockfall barrier impacted by a rock avalanche and (b) double chain-link interception
structure as part of a rockfall barrier.

representation of the geometry but also to accurately describe the bending deformations.
However, in an explicit calculation scheme small elements require small time increments
according to the element-by-element stability estimate [Escallón et al., 2014; Das, 2013].
In this paper we propose a mass-scaling approach [Chung et al., 1998; Han et al., 2007].
The scaling is only applied to the elements needed to model the connections. The scaling
must be small enough so that it does not modify the overall dynamic behaviour of the
model in an impact calculation. Criteria are suggested for an acceptable level of mass
scaling for both quasi-static and dynamic analysis.
Flexible steel barriers must satisfy engineering standards in order to be used to protect
mountain communities and infrastructure from rapid slope movements, such as rockfalls.
These standards demand specific structural performance criteria to be satisfied under
block impact of a predefined kinetic energy level [EOTA, 2012; Gerber, 2001; Aus, 2012].
The accuracy of the investigated approach is finally verified by performing a Maximum
Energy Level (MEL) test simulation of a rockfall barrier designed to meet the European
standards [EOTA, 2012] for rockfall barrier testing.

4.2

Mechanics of flexible chain-link wire nets with loose
connections

The central problem in understanding the mechanics of flexible chain-link nets is to
describe how loads are distributed throughout these systems. Design requires that load
peaks at the connections are reached over long loading times. In a flexible chain-link
net, a wire or a bundle of wires is bent into a zig-zag pattern (Fig. 4.3). Each "zig"
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Figure 4.2: Rockfall protection attenuators: (a) Sketch drawing of a rockfall attenuator system and (b) Filmed perspective of rock impact on an attenuator system.

Figure 4.3: Chain-link panel
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hooks with the element immediately above and each "zag" with the element below,
forming a rhomboidal pattern. The chain-link zig-zag elements are in loose contact at the
connections. The ends of the elements are knotted to prevent the nets from unravelling.
A closed-form analytical mechanical model of flexible chain-link nets with loose connections was developed to gain insight in its mechanical behaviour by [Boetticher, 2012]. In
this model, the contact force distribution at the connections immediately before failure
is approximated by an elliptic distribution of a line load with magnitude cl distributed
over the contact area. This assumption of an elliptic shaped contact area is based on
scratches and deformations found on experimentally tested chain-link net samples. With
the additional assumption of an elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour of the steel wire, the
stresses in the contact area cannot exceed the yield stress. By integrating the yield stress
over the ellipse width, the elliptic shaped area under yield stress can be modelled by an
equivalent line load of elliptic shaped magnitude. Knowing the resultant of force F s
+ F (s + 1) (see Fig. 4.4a) that is balanced by the contact area under yield stress, a
minimal area is obtained. Furthermore, by knowing the contact length from the three
dimensional geometry of the corresponding ellipse of the contact area, the magnitude
of the equivalent line load cl is calculated [Boetticher, 2012]. In the case of quasi-static
tension loading, Fs = Fs+1 , the line load cl represents the distribution of the reaction
forces balancing the tension loads Fs and Fs+1 that are acting on the straight chain-link
element parts. The resultant normal (N), shear (V) and bending moment (M) along the
chain-link element (Fig. 4.4c) are obtained by force equilibrium normal and transversal
to the cutting plane (Fig. 4.4b). This determines the distribution of N and V along the
chain-link element. The integration of V over the element length provides the bending
moment distribution M . This analytical procedure reveals the importance of defining a
realistic contact area of the loose connections in order to determine the overall loading
capacity of the net.
Another result of this procedure is the strong interaction between the bending moment
M and axial force N at the connection due to the load eccentricity e. At the initial
stage of loading, elastic axial and bending behaviour occurs. Then, a plastic bending
develops. The extent of the region of plastic bending increases until the bending capacity
of the element is reached. In order for the applied normal force F to increase, the
loading eccentricity, which defines the bending, must be reduced so that the bending
remains below its limit capacity. This complex interaction between the axial and bending
behaviour therefore influences the overall stiffness of a chain-link net.
In the beginning of the loading process, the load eccentricity e is relatively large and
thereby small increments in tension cause large bending deformations, leading to large
segment elongations. However, with increasing load, the increments in tensile loading
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Figure 4.4: Quasi-static tension case: (a) line load cl approximation of the contact
forces that balance the tension loads acting on the straight segment parts (with a
circular cross-section approximation), (b) sketch of a cut part of centre-line of the
chain-link element with the tension force Fs acting at the straight wire part, the line
load cl resulting from contact and the reactions N , V and M in a cutting plane, and
(c) N , V and M derived diagrams.

cause reduced increments of the bending deformations. The ongoing bending deformations cause progressively smaller segment elongations due to reducing the lever arm of e.
Thus, the mesh is getting stiffer. However, the bending moment-normal force interaction
with increasing load reduces the bending resistance of the wire producing the opposite
effect on the overall mesh stiffness. This leads to the loading path N -M as presented
in Fig. 4.5. This causes an increase in mesh stiffness at the beginning of the loading
path and a decrease in mesh stiffness at the end of the loading path [Boetticher, 2012].
Between the ranges of initial loading and failure load, the two opposing processes counterbalance each other, leading to a nearly linear behaviour of mesh stiffness (Fig. 4.9
stage 2).
However, as the mesh opening angle has an effect on the eccentricity e, the mesh stiffness
is dependent on the local mesh opening angle, too. For more details on the mechanical
behaviour of chain-link nets and alternative implementations using the DE method one
can refer to [Boetticher, 2012]. This reflects the fact that a realistic model requires
consideration of the coupling between bending and axial behaviour, including the nonlinear geometric effects of the connection deformation.
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M
Figure 4.5: Sketch of the bending moment-normal force interaction diagram for a
steel-wire section close to the contact region: (a) plasticity domain, (b) elasticity domain, (c) N-M path for increasing Fs and Fs+1 .

4.3

Quasi-static tensile experiments

To develop the numerical scheme to model chain-link nets with loose connections, a series
of quasi-static tensile tests was performed in the Geobrugg testing facility in Romanshorn
(SG), Switzerland. The tests were used to help quantify (1) the friction between the mesh
elements, (2) the onset of material damage and (3) the change in load eccentricity during
deformation.
For the quasi-static tensile tests, a rectangular net panel of 1100 x 900 mm is connected
at three sides via shackles to a fixed frame (in blue Figs. 4.7). The upper side is connected
via shackles to a moving frame (in red Figs. 4.7). The fixed frame is composed of steel
beams which are attached to each other via bolts. The moving frame is composed
of two steel plates which are attached by pins and screws. Steel sliding connections
are inserted in between the frame beams and pulling machine plates. Two wire-rope
cables are attached to the moving frame, which pull at a constant velocity. Prior to
the test, the net is slightly pre-tensioned to avoid any possible sag. Fig. 4.7a shows the
initial configuration of the net panel. After applying the pretension, the cables pull the
moving frame at a constant velocity of 100 mm/min. The chain-link net strain rate
is approximately 0.002/s, which can be considered as quasi-static. The test machine
displacement and force response of the moving frame are automatically recorded. A
high-speed camera was placed above the net panel to capture the net deformation in
time.
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Figure 4.6: Triple twisted wire chain-link net components and mesh dimensions

wire net producer

Geobrugg

x [mm]

180 (+/-5 %)

y [mm]

300 (+/-5 %)

mesh width DL [mm]

8.6

mesh angle ε [degrees]

47

Table 4.1: Summary of the mesh characteristics and dimensions as indicated in
Fig. 4.6

In this particular investigation a chain-link net consisting of a three wire twisted spiral
bundle was investigated (Fig. 4.6). Each wire has a 4 mm diameter. The geometric
dimensions of the rhomboidal mesh elements are given in Tab. 4.1. Two tests were
performed. Both tests lasted approximately 115 s; damage takes place only within the
last 0.5 s. Figs. 4.8a-d show four frames from the high-speed camera, depicting the
damage sequence in the zone highlighted in Fig. 4.7b. The pulling force reaches a peak
and then drops as a consequence of damage (Fig. 4.7b).
The measured non-linear force-displacement response curves exhibit a progressive stiffening (Fig. 4.9) up to 100-120 mm deformation (stage 1) at which point the stiffness
is approximately constant until failure (stage 2). The opening angle of the connection
decreases by approximately 10◦ from the beginning (Figs. 4.10a) to the end (Figs. 4.10b)
of the test. The connections wear because of friction (Fig. 4.11). Therefore, an important
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Figure 4.7: Tensile quasi-static test set-up.

qualitative conclusion from the experiments is that tangential contact forces should be
considered in the numerical model.
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Figure 4.8: Damage sequence of the upper-right connection: (a) bending resistance
reduces to zero (b) the chain-link element moves downward, (c) it slides through the
connection, and (d) rest position indicating that 1 wire of the chain-link element was
not cut.

Figure 4.9: Typical force vs. displacement behaviour to quasi-static tensile tests of
triple twisted wire chain-link nets.
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Figure 4.10: Mesh geometry variation: (a) test initial state, and (b) test final configuration (right before failure).

Figure 4.11: Wearing out of the connections because of friction
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4.4
4.4.1

Finite element modelling of chain-link nets
FE model with chain-to-chain contact

The FE model of the triple twisted wire chain-link net with loose connections was implemented in the commercially available Finite Element code Abaqus/Explicit 6.13. The
developed model uses constitutive material data, such as yield curve (strain-hardening
metal plasticity), young modulus and poison’s ratio (elasticity), and equivalent plastic
displacement at failure, and fracture strain (ductile damage). The ductile damage model
uses the stress-displacement concept to decrease mesh dependency [Das, 2013]. The numerical approach relies on the general contact algorithm of Abaqus/Explicit. The penalty
method is used to approximate hard contact. Additionally, Coulomb type sliding friction
is included in the contact model.
The cross-section of the triple twisted wire net is idealized as a circular cross-section.
However, the simplified area is assumed to be smaller than the sum of the cross-sectional
area of the three wires. This is due to the fact that the cross-sectional area of the single
wires is not perpendicular to the axial load, as it is the case for the simplified area.
Furthermore, the bending stiffness is overestimated if the area is not reduced. In order
to take into account these effects, an area reduction factor χ is taken into account. This
approach has been applied and verified for ring net systems [Escallón and Wendeler,
2013; Escallón et al., 2014].
The input geometry of the chain-link elements and their connectivity is modelled according to actual measurements (Figs. 4.12a-b). A finer mesh is needed in the connections between chain-link elements to reproduce the axial, shear and bending behaviour
(Fig. 4.4c) obtained by the analytical chain-link model discussed in Section 4.2. Three elements in the middle of the connection are required to capture the shear transition while
the remaining six elements (three to each side of the centre elements) are needed to capture the bending deformations of the connection, see Fig. 4.12a. These six elements were
also necessary to obtain an accurate pattern of the sliding between chain-link elements.
Four elements (two to each side of the centre elements) cannot correctly approximate
the curved geometry of the contact zone, causing unrealistic sliding patterns between
chain-link elements.
The knotted connections between the ends of the chain-link elements are simplified.
The connections between the border knots of the chain-link net elements are placed at
the same coordinate (Fig. 4.13a). Therefore, to avoid initial over-closures [Das, 2013],
contact between chain-link elements is excluded in the region of the knots. Actions are
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transmitted from one "zig-zag" element to its neighbour at the knots by means of the
so-called connector elements available in Abaqus [Das, 2013].
Cartesian and Revolute connections are used to model the border "zig-zag" chain-link element connections or knots (Fig. 4.13b). The Cartesian component provides a connection
between the vertices of adjacent "zig-zag" chain-link elements that allows independent
behaviour in three local Cartesian directions that follow the system at the vertex a
(Fig. 4.13c). Rigid behaviour is specified in the local 3-direction (z-local), while node
b is allowed to change position along 1- and 2-directions (x- and y-local). The relative
positions of node b with respect to node a in the local 1- and 2-directions is fixed in a
working range by means of the stop option available in Abaqus/Explicit [Das, 2013]. A
close observation of a physical net panel reveals that the available gap for translational
movement in the knotted connections is not constant. Such irregularities influence the
macroscopic behaviour of the net. It is necessary to take them into account to reproduce
the soft response of the net panel to tensile loading. In this work, the connector stop in
the 1-direction is assumed to be a random number between 5 mm and 6 mm (with a seed
of 0.1 mm). A possible random variation of the gap in the 2-direction has a negligible
effect on the net panel response and therefore is assumed to remain constant and equal
to 6 mm. The Revolute connection type (Fig. 4.13d) is used to constrain the rotations
around the 2- and 3-directions, while the 1-direction rotational component is free.

4.4.2

Model of the tensile quasi-static test

To achieve the highly detailed model described in the previous section, simpler models
were first explored. Initial modelling attempts considered a bi-dimensional geometry
of the chain-link elements and tie constraints (Fig. 4.14a) between the contact nodes
between chain-link elements [Das, 2013]. This contact condition ensures continuity in
the translational degrees of freedom between the vertices of the chain-link elements in
contact, while the rotations are free. Boundary conditions applied to the chain-link
elements represented an approximation to the test true boundary conditions (Fig. 4.15).
This model shows that higher stresses are concentrated in the beam elements in contact.
A model taking into account bending, however, should show that the highest stresses
occur in the beam elements adjacent to the elements in contact. To account for bending
in a simplified manner, the bi-dimensional chain-link elements were assembled with an
offset in the z-plane with a distance equal to that of the real connection (Fig. 4.16a).
The aforementioned Cartesian plus Revolute connectors were applied to the connections
between all chain-link element vertices (Fig. 4.16b). This model was able to capture the
soft response stage of the chain-link nets when subjected to tension. However, it caused
the elements to bend in an unrealistic manner, i.e, the elements adjacent to the vertices
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Figure 4.12: Modelling of inner connections.

suffer from large nodal rotation rates with respect to the local 1-axis. This is because a
Revolute connector behaves as a rigid beam when the vertices of the connected elements
do not coincide [Das, 2013] (Fig. 4.16c).
Finally, a significantly improved approximation to the true contact conditions was considered to ensure that the chain-link parameters were not influenced by significant contact
simplifications. Under this approximation, the rigid and moving frames, as well as the
sliders were omitted, similar to approach used in the first modelling attempts. However,
in the new model, the steel pins connecting the net to the sliders were included as well
as the shackles. The presence of the sliders was taken into account by constraining the
movement in the z-direction of all the shackles in contact with the sliders. Furthermore,
the movement in the z-direction of some beam elements was also constrained to simulate the presence of the sliders. The test velocity V was applied to the pins that are
attached to the moving frame. Figs. 4.17 show the boundary conditions applied in the
model. Fig. 4.17a shows the zones in the chain-link net were the boundary condition
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Figure 4.13: Modelling of the knotted connections: (a) connection type CARTESIAN,
(b) connection type REVOLUTE, (c) knotted connection at the initial configuration,
and (d) deformed configuration of the knot

U Z = 0 was applied to take into account the movement restriction caused by the sliders. Fig. 4.17b shows the shackles where boundary conditions were applied, and the
constrained degrees of freedom in the pins. The test velocity was applied to the upper
pins, and it can be expressed as:
V (t) = V ∗ f

(4.1)

where V equals two times the maximum test displacement u, and f is an Abaqus defined
smooth function [Das, 2013]. The definition of f requires three points: (0, 0), (tstep ∗ 0.5,
1), and (tstep , 0), where tstep is the step duration. The integral of V is equal to the
maximum test displacement. The use of the smooth function allows performing the
test in a quasi-static manner. The numerical simulation of the tensile test was carried
out using an explicit time integration scheme. The calculation time was decreased by
artificially increasing the density of the net using the mass-scaling approach [Chung
et al., 1998; Han et al., 2007; Das, 2013]. It is verified that the ratio of the total kinetic
energy to the total internal energy is less than 1% at the end of the simulation [Escallón
et al., 2014]. Therefore, the induced dynamic effects were negligible, thus maintaining
the quasi-static condition of the test.
All shackles and pins were modelled as solid three dimensional rigid bodies, because they
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(a) tie contact conditions between chain-link elements (in red)
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(b) Von Mises stress contours at the end of the simulation

Figure 4.14: Bi-dimensional chain-link model.

Figure 4.15: Boundary conditions applied to chain-link element nodes in a simplified
bi-dimensional case
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(c) large rotations of the elements adjacent to the
contact nodes because of rigid beam behaviour

Figure 4.16: Three-dimensional chain-link model with simplified connections.

are one order of magnitude stiffer than the chain-link net. The rigid bodies were still
discretized by means of linear hexahedral elements (pins) and linear tetrahedral elements
(shackles), in order to have contact facets for the contact calculations.

4.4.3

Parameter optimization

To determine the best-fit parameters for the chain-link net model, a FEM based optimization scheme was implemented. The software Isight 5.8 [Das] is used for this analysis
due to its compatibility to the Abaqus software. For the bi-dimensional and simplified
three-dimensional models, the absolute area difference between the simulation and target
plot was chosen as the objective function to be minimized, which can be expressed as:

Objective F unction =

X

|∆A|

(4.2)

i

where ∆A is the area difference between the experimental and the simulation curve within
successive intersecting points (Fig. 4.18). The total area under the force-displacement
curve corresponds to the strain energy. Therefore, the optimization scheme seeks to
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UZ=0

Y

Z

X

(a) applied to the net

VZ=VRX=VRY=0 and VY=V

UX=UZ=URX=URY=0

UY=UZ=URX=URY=0

(b) applied to pins and shackles

Figure 4.17: Model boundary conditions.

minimize the discrepancy of strain energy between the simulated and the experimentally
obtained data.
In addition to metal plasticity, ductile damage evolution has been taken into account.
A linear damage evolution law in combination with a ductile damage initiation criterion
is applied. The implementation of the stress-displacement concept in a FEM requires
the definition of the fracture per unit area, Gf . More details about damage for ductile
metals can be found in [Das, 2013; Escallón et al., 2014].
The parameters to optimize in the bi-dimensional model were set as: (1) the yield curve
described by two points (0, σy ) and (εpu , σu ), (2) the Young Modulus, (3) the area
reduction factor χ, and (4) the damage parameters εp0 (plastic strain at the onset of
damage), and Gf (fracture energy per unit area).
An optimum Latin Hypercube Sampling technique [McKay et al., 1979] was applied
to perform the Design of Experiments (DoE) for the bi-dimensional model. This DoE
revealed that the FEM was not suitable for data fitting because the model response
was too rigid. Therefore, the objective function evaluation could not decrease below an
acceptable threshold.
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Figure 4.18: Sketch of the areas used in the objective function evaluation [Escallón
et al., 2014].

In the case of the simplified three-dimensional model the offset between the bi-dimensional
chain-link elements was introduced as an additional parameter. In reality, however, the
out of plane construction distance is fixed. Within a sensitivity analysis framework,
we investigated the effect of varying this offset. Including this offset as a parameter
in addition to considering damage results in a highly multi-modal optimization surface.
Therefore, the Multi-Island Genetic Algorithm (MIGA) to optimize parameters was used,
as it was performed in the case of ring nets [Escallón et al., 2014]. The optimization results revealed that the fitted offset was higher than the real value. Moreover, the fitted
Elasticity modulus was an unrealistically low (<50000 Mpa). Finally, the simulations often suffered from large rotation rates (Fig. 4.16c) in the elements adjacent to the contact
nodes, causing some of the simulations of the optimization cycle to fail before completion
due to singularities.
These results demonstrated the importance of accurately modelling the bending of the
contact connections. As a consequence we decided to model the three-dimensional geometry of the nets according to the actual measurements. Furthermore, as explained in
the previous section, we decided to adopt a significantly improved approximation to the
true contact conditions of the simulated experiment.
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To increase the efficiency of the optimization of the three-dimensional detailed model, a
two stage optimization process was performed. In the first stage, damage was excluded,
and to enhance the stability of the model, the ultimate plastic strain εpu was assumed
to be significantly large (1.5). Damage could be excluded from the first stage of the
optimization since it is observed to occur at the last 0.5 sec of the 115 sec long test. The
chosen objective function in this case consists in the difference between the numerical
and experimental maximum force, which can be expressed as:

Objective F unction =| Fmax,exp − Fmax,mod |

(4.3)

where Fmax,exp is the maximum experimental force, while Fmax,mod is the maximum force
of a model optimization run. The parameters to be optimized are: (1) the cross-section
radius r, (2) the elastic modulus E, (3) the yield and ultimate stresses (σy , σu ). The
corresponding χ factor of the chain-link net is obtained as:

χ = r2 /3 ∗ rwire

(4.4)

In this case the optimization surface is a smooth function. Including damage parameters
might render the objective function a complex hyper-dimensional topography for which
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are particularly suited.
This optimization scheme allowed us to use a Downhill Simplex Technique (DST), which
converges significantly faster than GAs. A large enough step size allowing finding the
global minimum was selected after first optimization trials. For more details on the
general workings of a DST one can refer to previous work by [Bardet and Kapuskar,
1989; Riedel et al., 2012], as well as fundamental literature on this topic [Nelder and
Mead, 1965].
Prior to the execution of the optimization cycle [Escallón et al., 2014], an optimum Latin
Hypercube Sampling technique [McKay et al., 1979] is applied for setting up the initial
population, i.e., performing the Design of Experiment (DoE). In this work, two DoEs
were performed in order to define the range of variation of the optimization variables
(search space).
Tab. 4.2 illustrates the optimization parameters for the chain-link net along with their
lower and upper search space bounds. Finally, the Optimization process is formulated
as the problem of minimizing the specified objective function.
Fig. 4.19 depicts the radial basis approximation of the objective function vs. the yield
stress σy and the cross-section radius rsection . The optimization function surface is
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Parameter

Lower Upper

σy [MPa]

1500

1700

σu [MPa]

2800

3000

E [MPa]

100000 110000

rsection [mm]

2.4

2.5

Table 4.2: Chain-link optimization parameters

Figure 4.19: Radial basis function surface approximation of the objective function
vs. yield stress and cross-section radius.

smooth and exhibits several local maxima and a region where the global minimum value
is found.
The simulation results of the model with the best fit parameters, served to select the
plastic strain at the onset of damage εp0 . The value of Gf allowing damage to occur at
the end of the experiment was then optimized in the second stage of the optimization
cycle.
Fig. 4.20 displays the results from one of the quasi-static tests and of its numerical simulation with the detailed three-dimensional model including ductile damage parameters.
To demonstrate the significant improvement with respect to the two preliminary models
they are also shown. The three models are run with the optimized parameters of the
detailed three-dimensional model.

4.4.4

Response features of the FE model with chain-to-chain contact

The chain-link net FEM with realistic contact conditions is able to reproduce the mechanical behaviour tensile response obtained with the closed form analytical model.
Figs. 4.21a-c show the axial, bending, and shear diagrams immediately before failure
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Figure 4.20: Force-displacement response of the different models

along a coordinate system that follows the path illustrated in Figs. 4.22a-b. The action
diagrams obtained from the numerical simulation exhibit a similar behaviour to what
was obtained from the procedure explained in section 4.2.
Contact thickness reductions cause the apparent contact penetrations seen in Fig. 4.22b.
Contact between beam segments is only detected as edge-to-edge contact in Abaqus/Explicit. The Abaqus contact algorithm assigns a contact thickness to each beam contact
node, which is represented with a sphere centred at the node with a radius equal to
the cross-section radius. The GC algorithm requires that the contact thickness does
not exceed a certain fraction of the element length [Das, 2013]. The GC algorithm will
reduce the contact thickness where necessary, but will use the correct cross-section area
for element calculations. In the developed chain-link model, a very fine discretization
at the connections is needed. This causes the contact thickness of the nodes located at
the connections to be reduced. In this study the reduction factor is small enough to
avoid undesired effects on the contact or chain-link behaviour. Further issues related to
contact modelling will be provided in section 4.5.1.
Fig. 4.23b shows the loading M-N path from the onset of plastic behaviour until the
onset of damage for the middle beam element of the contact area between chain-link
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elements. Fig. 4.23a shows the node and element labels in blue and red, respectively. It
shows the nine elements used to discretize the wire in the contact area. It also shows the
middle element (69) for which the load path was obtained. Using the experimental data
a parabolic shaped failure and elastic domains can be determined (Fig. 4.23b) as:

(M/MR )2 + (N/NR )2 = 1

(4.5)

(M/Mel )2 + (N/Nel )2 = 1

(4.6)

where MR and Mel are the cross-section resistance for bending and the maximum elastic
bending respectively, and NR and Nel are the cross-section resistance for tension and the
maximum elastic tensile force respectively.
Figs. 4.24a-b show the progression of the chain-link failure as the damage variable d [Das,
2013; Escallón et al., 2014] equals unity d=1 in one of the connections. In the simulation
an inner connection close to a knotted connection fails (Fig. 4.24a), and subsequently
unravelling takes places until the net loses continuity (Fig. 4.24b) and its ability to carry
more load. However, analogous laboratory tests on larger chain-link net samples have
shown that when a wire is cut, a hole is created but it tends to stabilize and stop its
growth, allowing the net to continue carrying load. The chain-link net stiffness decreases
on the borders of the hole, leading to a load redistribution that causes the hole growth to
stop [Boetticher, 2012]. This shows that the redundancy of chain-link nets is a function
of its size. A small sample behaves as a non-redundant structural system, while a big
sample tends to behave as a redundant system [Fang and Fan, 2011].
To improve the resistance of chain-link nets, additional wires could be winded and knotted in the connection zones to increase the axial capacity at the connections. This idea
leads to a geometrical optimization problem of the net design that can be solved using
the same optimization methods employed for parameter optimization.

4.5

Application in natural hazards protection: rockfall barrier

This investigation is a continuation of previous work [Escallón et al., 2013; Escallón and
Wendeler, 2013; Escallón et al., 2014] in which a new modelling scheme to simulate rockfall barriers was developed. The numerical scheme relies on the general contact (GC)
algorithm of the Abaqus/Explicit FE code [Das, 2013]. The hard contact behaviour is
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(a) axial force

(b) shear force 2-local axis

(c) bending moment around the
1-local axis

Figure 4.21: Action diagrams along the connection.
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Figure 4.22: Path plot.

(a) FE discretization

(b) axial-bending interaction in the middle beam element
of the contact area (69)

Figure 4.23: Path plot.
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Figure 4.24: Damage progression: (a) first sequence of failure, and (b) the net loses
continuity.

approximated by using a penalty method to enforce the contact constraint. The frictional behaviour at contact is modelled using a Coulomb-type friction. Rockfall barriers
with ring nets have been simulated using this scheme. To match the experimental requires an accurate geometric representation of the structural components and the contact
interactions [Escallón et al., 2014].
In this investigation we apply the numerical scheme to model a flexible rockfall barrier
consisting of chain-link nets with loose connections. This barrier obtained the European
Technical Approval according to the ETAG027 guideline in 2010. Full scale test data
are available to verify the FE model [Sternová, 2010]. The system is named GBE-2000A
indicating that it is able to stop a falling rock with a maximum kinetic energy of 2000
kJ, and that it belongs to category A in the residual height classification [EOTA, 2012].
Fig. 4.25 depicts the final deformation state of the barrier at the end of the maximum
energy level (MEL) test.
A special mechanical feature of this particular system is the low force transmitted to the
up-slope anchors. By interrupting the contact between the chain-link meshes near the
posts and the support cables, stress concentrations are avoided. This is accomplished by
not threading the support cables through seven meshes on each side of the inner posts
and on one side of each border post (Fig. 4.26a). Three of the "free" meshes both located
on the top and bottom of the net are attached to the support cables by means of round
clips (Fig. 4.26a). The round clips are made of galvanized steel wire with a diameter
of 3 mm and a tensile strength of 1770N/mm2 . Their maximum braking force is 13760
N. The clips have negligible structural importance. All clips will fail in the case of an
impact with the serviceability kinetic energy level (730 kJ). Cable-to-net openings are
created as these round clips fail progressively. The openings grow until all clips have
failed. These gaps alleviate the stresses on the retaining cables and on the chain-link
elements in the vicinity of the posts.
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Figure 4.25: GBE-2000A rockfall system at the end of the impact process

(a) free meshes rule

(b) connection between net panel and between net
and cables (top) according to the installation kit
manual

(c) connection between net panel and between net
and cables (bottom) according to the installation
kit manual

Figure 4.26: Connection of chain-link net to cables.
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4.5.1

Contact modelling

In Abaqus/Explicit takes into account node-to-face and edge-to-edge contacts [Das,
2013]. Node-to-face contact involves structures that are modelled with three-dimensional
solid elements such as hexagonal elements. Cables and wire-nets are modelled by the authors using beam elements [Escallón et al., 2013; Escallón and Wendeler, 2013; Escallón
et al., 2014]. Therefore, the only type of contact available to study cable-to-wire-nets
interactions and the interaction among wire-net components is edge-to-edge.
When small element sizes are needed to accurately approximate the surfaces of threedimensional solid components, more contact calculations are required in comparison to
the case where the structural components are modelled using beam elements. Therefore,
it is desirable to avoid solid three-dimensional element discretizations.
The challenges in the use of GC to model rockfall barriers are:
1. Large contact thickness reductions. When very fine meshes are needed, strong contact thickness reductions might be required, causing undesired contact behaviour.
The modelling strategy therefore consists of using only three-dimensional solid elements in cases where beam element modelling causes undesired contact problems.
2. Excessive penetrations between GC surfaces. The penalty method approximates
"hard contact" with penalty stiffness. The penalty constraint enforcement method
used by the GC algorithm in Abaqus/Explicit allows slight penetrations of one
surface into another surface. A "spring" stiffness is applied automatically to the
surfaces to resist these penetrations [Das, 2013]. The "spring" stiffness is, in general, determined from stable time increment considerations and masses of the nodes
involved in contact. If these nodes do not have adequate mass, the penalty stiffness will not be sufficient to avoid large penetrations. Small connecting components
such as shackles, clevis, and round clips have very small masses that will lead to
large penetrations. Furthermore, most of these components are modelled as rigid
bodies. Therefore having very small masses can cause a large displacement of the
rigid body within an increment prior to the enforcement of contact constraints,
leading to significant penetrations [Das, 2013]. In order to deal with this problem,
non-structural nodal masses are added to these elements. However, the mass increment is small enough to not affect the overall dynamic behaviour of the rockfall
system.
3. Initial contact over-closures. To avoid physically unreasonable contact interactions,
regions of the model can be excluded from GC. For instance, at some anchor points,
two cables share a common vertex. This would cause contact over-closures between
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up-slope cables which the contact algorithm will try to solve applying stress-free
nodal displacements at the initial step. In the real system there are no interactions
between up-slope cables. Excluding self-contact for a region that includes all upslope cables is then reasonable.
Another important feature of the use of GC is the possibility to define surface-to-surface
or node-to-surface tie constraints. This option allowed us to develop a new post model, in
which true contact conditions and metal plasticity can be considered without increasing
the computational effort. The posts were divided into three different parts: the I-beam
(HE-160A), the post foot that connects the beam to the base plate, and the post head that
connects the beam to cables. The inner posts are only connected to the up-slope cables at
the post head, while the border posts are also connected to the lateral cables. The 4040
mm long I-beam was discretized into linear beam elements and assigned elastic-plastic
properties corresponding to the steel grade S355 [de Jesus et al., 2012]. Both the post
foot and head were modelled as three-dimensional parts. The post foot is connected
to the base plate via a bolt. The post head is connected to the cables via shackles.
These three-dimensionally modelled post components are treated as rigid bodies because
in the tests they do not exhibit any deformation. They are discretized using linear
hexagonal elements with the purpose of having facets involved in contact calculations.
Tie constraints are used to connect the I-beam with the post foot and head. This shows
an improvement of the post model with respect to previous work [Escallón et al., 2014].
Fig. 4.27a-b shows the master surfaces belonging to the post foot and head and the slave
nodes of the I-beam. The post foot and head assume the role of the master surface in
the contact interactions because they are modelled as rigid bodies.
Dealing successfully with the aforementioned challenges allowed us to achieve an accurate
approximation of true contact conditions throughout the model. Figs. 4.28a-b show the
top and bottom parts of the "left" border post prior to the complete connection of the
chain-link net. It can be seen that the support cables are already threaded through the
net meshes that are not "free", facilitating the kit installation. Figs. 4.28c-d show the
FE model of the zone around a border post. It is clear that the contact conditions are
captured in high detail. Higher stresses tend to be concentrated in the cable-to-posts
connections. With the aim of decreasing these stress concentrations, running wheels are
used to connect the support cables to the posts. Double clips are used to fix the vertical
cables to the support cables. These components have a torque resistance of 120000 Nmm. The large scale tests have shown that the forces transmitted to the vertical cables
are not large enough to cause an action torque higher than the specified resistance, and
therefore the vertical cables do not slide through the double clips. This fact allowed us
to create a surface-to-surface tie constraint between the vertical cable surface and the
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master surface

I-beam

base plate

slave node

(a) post foot to I-beam tie constraint

master surface

slave node

clevis

I-beam

running wheels
(b) post head to I-beam tie constraint

base plate
free rotation
around the z-axis
bolt

(c) post-to-base plate connection via a bolt

Figure 4.27: Post model.
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double clip circular surfaces inside the holes (Fig. 4.29). Furthermore, the deformations
of the small parts of the vertical cables that are parallel to the support cables can be
neglected. Consequently, the surfaces of these small parts were added to the rigid body
definition of the double clips. The double clips and running wheels remain in the elastic
range, and have a rigid behaviour in comparison to the flexible components. Therefore,
they were treated as rigid bodies in the FEM. To minimize contact search and contact
calculations, other connection components such as shackles and clevis are treated as rigid
bodies, and discretized using beam elements.
In the FE model the threading connection is simplified. In the model the cables are
connected to rigid body type clips in the zones where they should be threaded through
the net Figs. 4.30a-b. Large scale tests have shown that failures do not occur in this type
of connection, and therefore assuming rigid body type clips is acceptable.
Figs. 4.31a-b show the lateral anchors (left side of the barrier) at which the energy
dissipating devices are connected. Furthermore, the two bottom and the two support
cables are connected to independent energy dissipating devices (two per side of the
barrier). The energy dissipating devices are attached to steel anchors with flexible heads
(Figs. 4.31a-b). More details about the energy dissipating devices can be found in section
4.5.3. Fig. 4.31a shows the connection of the top support cables to the left energy
dissipating device. Moreover, the kit installation manual gives two options for anchoring
the lateral and bottom support rope cables: (1) connection of both bottom support
cables and lateral cables to common flexible head anchors (Fig. 4.31b), and (2) the
lateral cables are connected to independent flexible head anchors. This second option
was taken for the large scale tests (Fig. 4.31c). Fig. 4.31d shows the FE model according
to the test set-up. Fig. 4.32a shows the up-slope anchor configuration of the rockfall
barrier. There are two up-slope cables attached to each single steel post head, which are
also connected to flexible head steel anchors. There are two up-slope cables connected to
each intermediate anchor (Fig. 4.32b), while at the border anchors, there is only one cable
attached. In the model, the anchor is substituted by applying a pin (UX=UY=UZ=0)
boundary condition to each up-slope cable. Furthermore, the cables are anchored at the
same coordinate, and therefore cable-to-cable contact is excluded to avoid the contact
algorithm to make unnecessary corrections of contact over-closures [Das, 2013; Escallón
et al., 2014].

4.5.2

Large scale test

The large scale test site is located in "Lochezen" Walenstadt (SG), Switzerland. Large
scale tests of three span rockfall barriers and single spanned nets supported in a steel
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(a) border post (top) according to the installation
kit manual

(b) border post (bottom) according to the installation kit manual

(c) modelled border post (top)

(d) modelled border post (bottom)

Figure 4.28: Connection of cables to posts.

master surface
rigid cable part

slave surface

deformable cable part

Figure 4.29: Tie constraint between the vertical cable and double clip surface around
the holes.
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(a) zone where the top support cables are threaded through the net in the ETA test installation

Modelled connections with rigid clips

(b) modelled connections via rigid clips

Figure 4.30: Connection of chain-link net to cables.

frame are performed in this test site [Grassl et al., 2003] (Fig. 4.33b-c). An overview
plan of the site is shown in Fig. 4.33a. Installation of the rockfall protection barrier in
the terrain is carried out by using a crane to lift and attach the barrier system to the
rock face (Fig. 4.33a). The crane is also used to lift the block to a specified height, before
it is dropped into the net. The block trajectory is completely vertical. The position of
the impact block was determined according to the annex A.3 of the ETAG027 [EOTA,
2012]. The block is made of concrete and its shape is a polyhedron defined in the
annex A.2 of the ETAG027. The block mass was 4700 kg. The block was dropped
from a height of 44.26 m and reached a speed of 29.46 m/s at net impact, providing
impact energy of 2040 kJ. The slope inclination is almost vertical (82◦ ) and therefore
the trajectory inclination satisfies the ETAG027 requirements. For further information
about the testing requirements, please refer to [EOTA, 2012]. The ETA approval of this
system was issued by the Building Testing and Research Institute (TSUS).
Fig. 4.34 depicts the positions of the load cell as well as the anchor and energy dissipating
devices in the rockfall barrier. The lateral cables (in yellow) are attached to separate
anchors.
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(a) top support cables-toenergy dissipating device-toflexible anchor connection
according to the installation
manual

(b) bottom support and lateral
cables-to-energy dissipating deviceto-flexible anchor connection according to the installation manual

(c) lateral anchor configuration used in the large
scale test (Field)

(d) lateral anchor configuration used in the large scale test
(FEM)

Figure 4.31: Flexible anchors.
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(a) anchor configuration

(b) intermediate up-slope anchors
connected to two retaining cables

(c) modelled up-slope anchors

Figure 4.32: Up-slope flexible anchors.
(a)

crane

(b)
(c)

80 m

Mmax = 25 t

testbsite for complete rockfall
protection systems

15 m

high speed video

field apparatus for system components

Figure 4.33: Rockfall test site in Walenstadt (Switzerland): (a) overview plan of the
tests site, (b) three span system and (c) single spanned nets supported in a steel frame
[Grassl et al., 2003].

4.5.3

Frictional interactions

Energy is dissipated by means of frictional interactions. The assumed general dynamic
friction coefficient is µd =0.1. However, different dynamic friction coefficients were assumed for three contact interactions: (1) a dynamic friction coefficient of µd =0.35 is
used to model the concrete block-chain-link net interaction. This friction coefficient corresponds to measured concrete-steel µ values 0.3-0.4 [Staff]. (2) A friction coefficient of
µ=0.2 is used to model the interaction between shackles/clips and cables. The sliding
friction data published in [Persson, 2000] was considered to define the steel-steel friction
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Figure 4.34: Load cell positions [Sternová, 2010].

coefficients. For more details about the influence of using different steel-steel and blocksteel friction coefficients one can refer to [Volkwein, 2004; Tran et al., 2013]. (3) A friction
coefficient of µd =0.25 is used to model the interaction among chain-link elements. This
friction coefficient was derived from the experiments illustrated in (section 4.4.2). The
numerical simulations having this friction coefficient showed a deformation pattern that
matched the experimental results.
Coulomb-like friction is additionally implemented in the model of the energy dissipating
devices. The energy dissipating device consists of two steel rods which are inserted into
a mandrel (Fig. 4.35a). In the event of an impact, the solid steel rods slide 180 degrees
through the mandrel absorbing energy by friction and plastic deformation. The two rods
can slide through the mandrel (Fig. 4.35b) up to a preset cut-off length, which in this
case is approximately 3000 mm. Movement is inhibited by a constricting weld at the
end of the rod. This energy dissipating device type is named by the manufacturer as a
U-brake. U-brakes can have different running lengths and rods with varying diameters.
Fig. 4.35b shows the deformed state of a U-brake after an impact event of 1000 kJ in the
commercial kit RXE-1000 [Escallón et al., 2014].
Mechanical descriptions of energy dissipating devices can be found in [Gentilini et al.,
2013; Studer, 2001]. Their behaviour can be assessed my means of 1D models [Gentilini
et al., 2013, 2012; Escallón et al., 2013, 2014]. More detailed 3D FE models have also
been developed [Gentilini et al., 2013]. In this barrier model, the energy dissipating
device behaviour is assessed by means of a 1D model. Coulomb-like friction is defined
in the axial connectors used to model the energy dissipating devices. In this way, the
tangential force causing sliding friction in the connector can be defined.
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Figure 4.35: Energy dissipating device: (a) undeformed state of the device, and (b)
deformed state after a MEL test on the RXE-1000 barrier [Escallón et al., 2014].

The connector behaves according to a non-linear piecewise function between contact normal force (N) and the relative position (CP 1) from node a to node b along the x local
direction. Assuming a friction coefficient µ = 1, contact tangential forces (T) are made
equal to the contact normal forces (N) between the node a and b interface (Figs. 4.36a-b).
Typically, the resulting contact tangential force (T ) - connector constitutive displacement
or slip (CCU 1) law is evaluated by means of quasi-static tests [Escallón et al., 2014].
However, for high energies it can occur that the forces transmitted by the energy dissipating devices in the dynamic cases are larger than those transmitted in quasi-static
conditions. This occurred in one energy dissipating devices (no. 3) attached to the
top support cables (Fig. 4.34). This aspect deserves a detailed investigation, including
laboratory, field tests and 3D numerical simulations. One possible explanation for the
difference in this particular case between the quasi-static and dynamic loadings is the
existence of stress concentrations. To temporarily tackle this issue, the T vs. CCU 1 was
modified in this energy dissipating device (Fig. 4.37).

4.5.4

Quasi-static calculation

Prior to simulating the actual block impact, we applied the gravitational load in a quasistatic calculation step. In this step, we increased gravity from 0 to g in 0.5 seconds
according to a smooth function [Das, 2013; Escallón et al., 2014]. We applied a very
small amount of mass-scaling throughout this step only to the elements composing the
chain-link connections. The increase in the total model mass due to mass-scaling was
about 4%. Artificially increasing the nodal masses decreases the net accelerations and
as a consequence the predicted net sag is smaller in comparison to the measurements
[Escallón et al., 2014]. However, an increase of about 4% is small enough to establish
accurate starting conditions for the dynamic analysis.
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(a) zone where the top support cables are threaded
through the net in the ETA test installation

(b) modelled connections via rigid clips

Figure 4.36: Axial connectors that model the energy dissipating devices.

Figure 4.37: Tangential force versus slip law according to quasi-static laboratory
experiments, and law obtained from the behaviour of a device in the large scale test.
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During the static step a constant velocity boundary condition is given to the block’s
centre-of-mass (Figs. 4.38a-b). This velocity equals the one measured during the test at
impact. The simulated block falling height is then calculated according to:
hf = Vimp tst + Snet

(4.7)

where hf is the fall height of the block over the chain-link-net impact point, Vimp is the
impact velocity measured in the test, tst is the duration of the static step (500 ms), and
Snet is the static sag of the net at the impact point which is estimated based on field data.
The adopted sag allowed the block to be positioned slightly over the net at the beginning
of the impact calculation step. This procedure is computationally less expensive than
considering the free-fall from the actual height, because the time to achieve the impact
velocity in the model is smaller [Escallón et al., 2014].
The support cables are pre-tensioned in the model during the quasi-static step. Neumann
boundary conditions are imposed [Escallón et al., 2014]. The rotational velocities of the
anchor points are constrained during pre-tensioning, while the translational velocities are
free (Fig. 4.38a). The magnitude of the pretension force corresponds to those applied in
the certification test. These forces are increased from 0 at tstatic = 0 ms to the predefined
values at tstatic = 500 ms according to the same smooth function applied to increase the
gravitational acceleration. For stability reasons the shackles connecting the net to the
vertical cables were restrained to rotate around all axes (Fig. 4.38a-c).

4.5.5

Impact calculation

The concrete block is treated as a rigid body [Escallón et al., 2014], and it is discretized
with linear tetrahedral elements.
At impact, the boundary conditions are modified: the anchor nodes are free to rotate
but the translational velocities are constrained (Fig. 4.38c). The applied nodal pretension forces are deactivated at the impact calculation step. Furthermore, the velocity
boundary condition imparted to the block must be removed at this step. The duration
of the impact simulation is set equal to 600 ms, which approximately represents the
impact duration. Fig. 4.38b shows the three dimensional configuration of the model at
the beginning of the impact calculation.
The model mass was re-initialized for the impact calculation. This means that the
amount of mass increase by mass-scaling in the quasi-static step was removed. However,
in the impact step, the applied target time increment approach [Das, 2013] was set-up
at to an optimal value which is equal to the stable FE time increment. Thus, elements
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(d) meaning of the BC symbols

Figure 4.38: Rockfall protection barrier model.
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which decrease in size are stabilized with an artificial mass increase. In this case, only
elements belonging to the connection zones between chain-links were stabilized. With
this approach the total mass increase in the impact calculation due to mass-scaling was
about 1%. The external work by mass-scaling [Das, 2013] with respect to the frictional
and plastic dissipation was about 1% and 2%, respectively. Thus, the effects induced by
mass-scaling were negligible in the impact calculation.

4.6

Numerical approach assessment: numerical versus experimental results

This section presents the comparison between the experimental and the numerical simulation results of the large scale barrier test. The force cell devices, and high speed
cameras recorded data 450 ms before impact. The impact calculation started at 500
ms. The actual block impact occurred approximately 2 ms after the dynamic calculation
started. To make the comparison between the experimental and numerical force histories, both data start at the impact time of 450 ms. The actual dimensions and shape
of the force cell are not considered in the FEM analysis. For simplicity each force cell
is composed of a single beam element with additional non-structural nodal masses and
steel elastic properties. The total mass of the modelled force cell is equal to the real
component mass.

4.6.1

Barrier deformation

Fig. 4.39 compares the experimental measurements (first column) and numerical simulation (second column) of the barrier during the MEL test. The third column depicts
the z-location of the concrete block in the simulation. The experimental and numerical
results are shown at approximately the same scale. The maximum net elongation during
the MEL test (evaluated according to the ETAG No. 027) was 8960 mm, while the calculated deformation is 9013 mm; that is, a difference of 53 mm. The deformation pattern,
including the shape of the net surrounding the block, is also in good agreement with the
experiments. The openings between the net and support cables around the posts have
similar dimensions as in the experiments.

4.6.2

Load cell measurements

The sampling frequency of both the experimental and numerical force history data is
1/0.5 ms (2 kHz). The force histories at the load cells (MEL test) are shown in Fig. 4.40.
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Figure 4.39: Experimental video frames (first column), simulation video frames (second column), and block movement evolution (third column): (a) t1 = 0.0 ms (b) t2 =
220 ms (c) t3 = 420 ms and (d) t4 = 600 ms.
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The experimental force histories (dark) [Sternová, 2010] are compared to the FEM force
histories (light).
The force time histories can be described as a fluctuating increase until the block kinetic
energy is entirely dissipated. After reaching this point, the block bounces back and
the system is progressively unloaded. A progressive decrease of the force histories is
observed. A transition zone between the load increase and load decrease is observed in
the force cells installed near the energy dissipating devices. This transition zone lasts
approximately 300 ms. In this transition zone, the energy dissipating devices elongate
under load and the resulting force is more or less constant. The time needed to dissipate
the total kinetic energy of the block is the braking time, see Fig. 4.39c.
The model prediction of the force histories measured with the load cells (positions Z3,
Z4, and Z10) depend on the constitutive model used to simulate the energy dissipating
devices. The peak values are given by the maximum contact force that is transmitted
to the energy dissipating devices. A good match is observed between the increasing and
decreasing experimental and simulation parts of the force histories. This demonstrates
that the model simulates the overall dynamic deformation, internal forces and overall
braking time of the experiment.
The model prediction of the up-slope and lateral cable anchor force histories depend
on the accuracy of the model approximation of the contact interactions. Modelling
true contact conditions of highly flexible systems composed of many structural items
interacting with each other is challenging. In these flexible systems the positions of
the connecting components have a tolerance that is much higher with respect to rigid
structures. In this FE modelling approach, the positions of all structural components
are discretized using a script code that takes into account repeatable patterns without
location tolerances. However, in a real barrier installation there are variations that
cannot be considered using a script code. However, the model results indicate that small
differences in the locations of structural components are not critical for the numerical
simulations. It might lead to minor differences between the experiments and simulation
results. This suggests that it is not necessary to position the structural in the finite
element simulations within a tolerance of 10-20 mm.
The FE modelling approach also allows an accurate calculation of the dissipation rate
of the impact block kinetic energy. Therefore, the prediction of the brake time is accurate. Furthermore, it is therefore expected that the integral of the total experimental
force histories is very close to the integral of the total numerical force histories. Thus,
higher forces transmitted to the lateral cables would be compensated by smaller forces
transmitted to the up-slope cables.
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The test results demonstrate that with this particular barrier design relatively small
forces are transmitted to the up-slope anchors. The progressive failure of the clips attaching the chain-link net to the cables near the posts reduces the load transmission to
the up-slope anchors. If the support cables were threaded through the whole length of
the chain-link net, the load on the up-slope cables would be more than 50% higher.

4.7

Concluding remarks and discussion

In this paper a FE model to account for contact interactions in flexible chain-link wire
nets with loose connections was developed. The approach was then applied to simulate
the component interactions in a rockfall barrier. The development of the finite element
model was accompanied by an investigation with a closed-form analytical model to identify the salient mechanical properties of the loose chain-link connections. The analytical
procedure revealed the features that must be taken into account to accurately reproduce
the response of the net to tensile loading. The features are:
1. Realistic modelling of (1) the contact area and (2) the frictional contact interactions
between chain-link elements.
2. Modelling the three-dimensional input geometry of the chain-link elements and
their connectivity according to actual measurements.
3. Using a fine finite element discretization at the connections between chain-link
elements.
Using the insight gained from the analytical model, we developed an explicit finite element computational scheme based on general contact (GC) to model the chain-link
nets. The input geometry of the chain-link elements and their connectivity is modelled
according to the actual three-dimensional geometry of the chain link elements. The most
important response characteristics of the model are:
1. Progressive bending of the connection.
2. Reduction of the load eccentricity at the connections as tensile forces increase.
3. Coupling between the bending and axial behaviour of the chain-link elements.
4. Modelling of the shear contact forces at the connections between chain-link elements.
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Figure 4.40: Load cell histories: (a-d) lateral anchors, (e-h) uphill anchors.
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Quasi-static tensile laboratory tests performed on chain-link net samples served to identify these behavioural features. The tests provided additional insight into the damage
process and the role of friction at the contact between chain-link elements. The Von Mises
plasticity model and a ductile damage law were used to model the chain-link material.
The cross-section of the triple twisted wire net is idealized as a circular cross-section.
The simplified area is assumed to be smaller than the sum of the cross-sectional area of
the three wires to simulate correctly the bending behaviour. Therefore, an area reduction
factor χ is taken into account.
FE models of a quasi-static laboratory test were analysed. The response of bi-dimensional
and three-dimensional models with a simplified geometry was first explored. The poor
agreement of these models with the test measurements stressed the need to consider the
aspects highlighted in the mechanical model. Therefore, we built a FE model accounting
for the contact conditions between chain-link elements. Moreover, contact interactions
between the chain-link elements and other connecting components such as shackles were
considered in a more accurate manner. We used an optimization algorithm to find the
best fit model parameters. The FE model was able to reproduce the behaviour of the
shear (S), axial (N), and bending (M) diagrams obtained with the closed form analytical
model. Furthermore, the finite element model predicted the axial (N) and bending (M)
interaction predicted with the conceptual model. The model also reproduced the M-N
path in the plastic range until failure. Finally, the overall force-displacement response of
the net was well approximated.
We applied the approach to model the interception mechanics of a flexible rockfall barrier
consisting of chain-link nets with loose connections. Full scale test data were available to
verify the FE model. The rockfall barrier is able to stop a falling rock with a maximum
kinetic energy of 2000 kJ and obtained the European Technical Approval according to
the ETAG027 guideline in 2010. This flexible rockfall barrier allows large deformations
of the chain-link net and uses special devices with large energy dissipation capacity.
An additional particular feature of this system is that the contact between the support
cables and the chain-link meshes in the vicinity of the posts is interrupted. This design
therefore avoids stress concentrations in the chain-link meshes near the posts, and hence
reduces the forces transmitted to the up-slope anchors.
Another important improvement in modelling rockfall barriers is the application of general contact algorithms to simulate the complex interaction between barrier components,
such as: (1) flexible net and wire-rope cables, (2) shackle-to-wire-rope cables, (3) shackleto-flexible net, (4) post-to-shackles and (5) block-to-flexible net. These interactions include friction and contribute to the dissipation of block kinetic energy. Modelling contact
interactions in an accurate manner allowed us to obtain a force distribution within the
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barrier that matches the measured data. Furthermore, it serves to dissipate the impact
energy of the block in a manner that matches the images from high speed cameras used
in large field tests. This calculation approach accurately predicts the overall dynamic
deformation, internal forces and braking time of the experiment.
Modelling connections and contact in a realistic manner comes at higher computational
cost in comparison to simpler modelling schemes. Simpler FE models consider the overall net as a macroscopic structure where contact between chain-link or ring elements is
neglected. Simplified procedures do not capture frictional dissipation within the wire
net and therefore must compensate with non-physical plastic deformations to dissipate
the kinetic energy of the block. The added cost of a finer mesh discretization is not prohibitive. The exact geometry of the barrier components and the post-assembly positions
can be obtained using a script code. Thus, the mesh generation can be carried out in a
short period of time. Careful use of mass-scaling, rigid body assumptions and parallel
computing makes this approach efficient and suitable for many practical applications.
This is particularly important in parametrizing and standardizing the design of flexible
steel wire nets.
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Flexible rockfall protection barriers are multi-component systems consisting of wire-nets,
cables, steel posts, dissipation devices and connecting elements. The dynamic simulation
of rockfall barriers for accurate and fast prototyping of new systems requires modelling
the component interactions (Fig. 5.1). This is a challenging problem involving (1) hard
contact interactions between components, (2) large-deformation, non-linear material behaviour, (3) impulsive dynamic loading, and (4) optimization. Not only must peak forces
in the cables be accurately simulated, but also the force-time response as well as the overall barrier deformations. This is a precondition for an accurate model that can be applied
for virtual, simulation-based prototyping. In the following we delineate the numerical
solutions to these problems.

5.1

Hard contact interactions

A numerical scheme was developed that treats contact interactions between structural
components using a robust GC algorithm. A penalty method for contact enforcement is
applied. Sliding frictional interactions between components are modelled with a Coulomb
type law. This is an efficient methodology to enforce contact in multi-component systems.
However, to enforce the contact condition accurately in a dynamic analysis with highly
mismatched point masses it is necessary to increase small mass points by adding nonstructural masses. This problem arises because the penalty stiffness is determined from
both consideration of the stable time increment and the masses of the nodes involved in
the contact. If these nodes do not have adequate mass, the penalty stiffness will not be
sufficient to avoid large penetrations. Simulations were used to minimize the amount of
non-structural mass added to the system such that the contact condition was fulfilled.
Comparison to measurements indicates that the effect of the added mass on the dynamic
behaviour of the overall system is negligible.
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(a) 1000 kJ energy absorption barrier

(b) 2000 kJ energy absorption barrier

Figure 5.1: Deformation process of rockfall barriers
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The numerical schemes to model hard contact and connections between structural components progressed during the course of the dissertation. In the end the structural components of the rockfall barrier had to be modelled in a geometrically realistic manner,
that is, the shape and dimensions of the components correspond to real measurements.
The exact surface geometry of the components had to be considered to obtain accurate numerical results. In the model presented in Chapter 4, the interaction between
structural components resembles the connectivity in the real rockfall system. However,
several problems were encountered when using this detailed approach: (1) time consuming model generation and (2) excessive computational time in case of serial processing.
In order to tackle these issues, python scripts were created to efficiently generate the
FE model and parallel processing was implemented. Most of the calculations carried out
with a computer having two 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron(tm)-6136 processors (16 CPUs) were
completed in a couple of hours. The longest calculation took 10 hours, which is suitable
for practical applications. In some particular cases, the contact geometry could be simplified. These simplifications include: (1) cable loop connection via clips, (2) connections
between cable loops and shackles and (3) attachment of cables to energy dissipating devices. These simplifications sped-up the time required to generate the FEM model and
decreased calculation times.
In real flexible barriers the position of the structural components varies with respect to
the design specifications. During the installation the position of the components might
shift within a given tolerance. This is a common characteristic of flexible, hanging net
structures. The installation tolerance is higher than more rigid structural systems (walls,
dams, etc.). In the proposed modelling approach, the positions of all structural components are discretized using Python scripting. With this approach, repeatable patterns
are considered without shifts in component location. The structural components can
have a position variation with respect to the ideal pattern larger 10 mm ≤ δutol ≤ 50
mm. Additionally, the force cell sensors installed on the cables have a measurement
tolerance of F = ±6%. The comparison between peak values of calculated and measured
forces in the support cables (illustrated in Chapter 4) show that the absolute difference
| P Fdif f | is between 8% and 13%. However, the behaviour in these cables is controlled
by the energy dissipating devices; the behaviour of these devices is well known from laboratory experiments. In the cables without energy dissipating devices, the installation
tolerances might increase the difference between the calculated and measured values.
When the position tolerance δutol is significant, | P Fdif f | is expected to be larger than
| P Fdif f |> 6%. In Chapter 4 it is also shown that the difference in the calculated and
measured | P Fdif f | for cables without energy dissipating devices is between 7% and
38% in four of the instrumented cables, while an extreme difference of 69% occurs in the
remaining measured cable.
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An alternative to measure the quality of the simulation results is to consider the entire
time history, instead of the peak values. The force-time integral (FTI) can be evaluated
numerically as
Z
F T Im =

(Fm )dt =

n
X

F̄mi 4ti ,

(5.1)

F̄ci 4ti ,

(5.2)

i=1

Z
F T Ic =

(Fc )dt =

n
X
i=1

where F̄mi and F̄ci are the mean measured and calculated forces during the sampling
time step; 4ti is the sampling time step which coincides with the experimental sampling.
The value of the absolute difference F T Idif f , expressed as a percentage of the measured
F T Im , is
| F T Idif f |=|

F T Im − F T Ic
|.
F T Im

(5.3)

The value of | F T Idif f | for cables with energy dissipating devices is between 2% and
9%. In the case of cables without energy dissipating devices | F T Idif f | is between 5%
and 40% for three cables. However, the remaining cable exhibits a difference of 70%.
This cable is the same cable in which the peak force difference | P Fdif f | was 60%. This
clearly shows that there are cables that are more sensitive to installation tolerance δutol
in the FEM analysis.

5.2

Non-linear material behaviour

The complex internal structure of wire strands in ring-nets, rope chain-link nets and
rope cables is the main cause for a non-linear behaviour in the elastic range. Treating
the internal contact in such components is cumbersome and not practical. Therefore,
a macro-equivalent circular cross-section was adopted. Because of this approach, the
elastic and plastic parameters of the macro-equivalent structure need to be identified.

5.2.1

Wire-nets

The closed-form analytical mechanical model of flexible chain-link nets with loose connections developed by Boetticher [2012] was analysed to identify the salient mechanical
properties of the loose chain-link connections. The FE model took into account the mechanical features identified in the closed-form analytical model. The simulation results
of tensile quasi-static tests were used to derive interaction and action diagrams at the
inner connections between chain-link elements (area in contact). These diagrams match
those derived with the closed-form analytical solution (see Chapter 4). The axial-bending
interaction is of special interest because it influences the overall stiffness of the wire-net.
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This interaction is a result of the three-dimensional geometry of the connections leading
to load eccentricities. The interaction causes an initial soft behaviour with a progressive stiffening, which promotes the efficient application of energy dissipating devices that
elongate during impact. Furthermore, this strong interaction causes a reduction of the
axial capacity at the chain-link connection (contact area). Because of this interaction
behaviour this type of wire-net is suitable for rockfall applications.
To account for the non-linear material behavior of the ring-nets, a model that takes into
account plasticity and damage was developed. The rings are discretized using linear
beam elements. They are connected to each other in model as in the real wire-net. That
is, the three-dimensionality of the connections is considered. The single ring is modelled
as a macro-equivalent structure with a circular cross-section of area AM . However,
in order to match the experimental bending stiffness, an area reduction factor χ was
introduced and a yield curve curresponding to this equivalent structure was found. Two
other approaches are also possible, namely: (1) to develop a special purpose beam model
of the ring having a stiffness matrix matching the experimental results; or (2) use a
combination of truss and beam elements. The trusses would carry most of the tensile
load, while a circular hollow beam with a large radius would be responsible for the
bending moments. With this latter approach, the beams are removed from the contact
search algorithm. However, to avoid the difficult challenge of implementing a ductile
damage model in the customized beam this solution was not implemented. Furthermore,
the second approach offers the most accurate solution but this solution was also discarded
because of the increased computational cost. The selected approach was the simplest to
program in python. This facilitated the numerical based prototyping of rockfall canopy
structures (roof-type netting).

5.2.2

Wire-rope cables

True stress - strain curves were obtained from a database of quasi-static tensile tests on
wire-rope cables. At the onset of axial loading, cables used in rockfall barriers exhibit
large deformations under low pulling forces because of the lack of internal contact between strands. The initial stiffness is subsequently small, but it progressively increases.
Once, full contact between the strands is achieved, the stiffness of the cable is constant.
The initial, loose behaviour of the cables could be captured by adding a geometric imperfection consisting of additional beam elements arranged in quadrilateral configuration
with hinges (see Chapter 3). Because these cables are normally pre-tensioned in a rockfall
barrier installation a linear elastic behaviour could be assumed.
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5.2.3

Energy dissipation devices

To model the energy dissipation devices a special-purpose one-dimensional connector
was applied to model the frictional response as a function of the axial displacement.
The advantage of this approach is that actual measurement curves obtained from tensile
quasi-static laboratory tests can be used directly by the finite element model. The
energy dissipation devices in the finite element therefore require no calibration. When
the one-dimensional model is used in a barrier simulation, it produced a good match
with measured forces in the cables with dissipation devices (see Chapter 3). In one case,
however, a significant deviation with respect to the experimental results was obtained in a
device within a 2000 kJ barrier (Chapter 4). This result deserves a detailed investigation
using laboratory and field tests coupled with three-dimensional numerical simulations.
One possible explanation for this difference is the existence of rate-dependent stress
concentrations in the dissipation device. Therefore, there appears to be a difference
between the quasi-static response of the experiments and the true dynamic response of
the device. This issue was investigated by modifying the relationship between frictional
force and slip. The frictional force was increased after a specified slip to account for the
stress concentrations. This modification provided a good match with the experimental
results. This suggests that when the devices are subjected to highly dynamic loadings,
strain rate effects cannot be ignored. A detailed three-dimensional model combining
rigid and deformable parts could efficiently model the dissipation device, and could be
used to study the causes leading to the discrepancies that might be observed between
the quasi-static and dynamic behaviour.

5.3

Impulsive dynamic loading

An explicit FE calculation scheme is able to efficiently solve dynamic problems provided
that the simulated total response time is a few orders of magnitude longer than the
time step stability limit. The deformation process of a rockfall barrier subjected to a
Maximum Energy Level (MEL) impact commonly lasts from t = 0.3 s to t= 0.5 s until
achieving the barrier brake time ts , which is the time required to achieve the maximum
deformation of the barrier. For t > ts , the rockfall barrier starts to unload. Therefore, a
simulation time of t = 0.5 − 0.7 s is normally enough to capture the unloading phase of
the system. The explicit stability limit ∆tcrit of the simulations performed in the course
of this work vary approximately from 10− 6 to 10− 5 s. Therefore, an explicit calculation
scheme can be applied to model rockfall barriers. In addition, contact can be efficiently
treated in explicit codes. The explicit element-by-element stability limit can be written
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as:
4t 6 Lmin /c

(5.4)

where Lmin is the smallest element size in the numerical domain composed of deformable
elements, and c is the wave velocity passing through such element. In this work the
smallest elements affecting the stability limit belong to the wire-nets (ring-nets and
chain-link nets). A mass-scaling approach is proposed to stabilize wire-net linear beam
elements that either undergo damage or decrease in size during the impact calculation.
Criteria are suggested for an acceptable level of mass-scaling so that the induced dynamic
effects are negligible.
The mass-scaling technique might be also applicable to some types of slow processes such
as quasi-static tests. However, in this case it is once again necessary to check that the
induced inertia effects caused by mass-scaling are negligible. In this work, the tensile
quasi-static tests carried out on barrier components (wire-nets and wire-rope cables) were
simulated using mass scaling. A criterion was verified in order to ensure that the induced
inertia effects are negligible. Moreover, the mass-scaling technique was also implemented
during the quasi-static step that precedes the impact calculation in a full-scale rockfall
barrier simulation. During the first step the gravity is applied quasi-statically to the
model, the cables are pre-tensioned and the impactor moves at a constant velocity until
achieving contact with the wire-net. At this point the impactor free falls with a velocity
equal to the test specification. In order to achieve an accurate prediction of the static
sag, mass-scaling is either neglected or a small mass scaling is applied. The implemented
procedure establishes accurate starting conditions for the dynamic analysis.
The force needed to pre-tension the cables is obtained from the large-scale experimental
data. The pre-tension force is applied at nodes located at the barrier anchor points.
Neumann boundary conditions are imposed. Specifically, the rotational velocities of the
anchor points are constrained during pre-tensioning, while the translational velocities
are free (see Chapter 3). The pretension forces are applied quasi-statically in a smooth
manner. Simulating the pre-tension of cables is necessary to have accurate starting
conditions for the impact calculation.

5.4

Optimization

The design parameters of a flexible rockfall barrier consist of:
1. Cable types and inclinations,
2. Post heights and sections,
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3. The span between posts,
4. Energy dissipation devices,
5. Netting type.
For application in a design environment, these parameters can be varied using python
scripts, such that parametric studies can be performed. The python scripts allow easy
input and modification of engineering designs. Further design features that engineers
wish to investigate are:
1. The configuration of up-slope retaining cables,
2. The possibility of having impact intercepting cables,
3. Variations in connectivity of structural components.
The energy dissipation capacity of a rockfall barrier can be maximized under constraints
such as force magnitudes in the cables or the overall barrier deformation. Prototype optimization can be performed more efficiently on surrogate meta-models using FE analysis
[Jin, 2011; Gu et al., 2012; Lozano-Galant and Turmo, 2014; Sun et al., 2014; Dalton
et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2011]. The FE models can include simplifications such as
coarser meshes, truss-element discretization of cables and symmetry conditions to reduce computational time during the optimization procedure. In a subsequent step, a
more detailed FE analysis can be applied to check the optimal design. In a final step,
a numerically prototyped rockfall barrier design can be constructed and tested in real
scale. Only minor modifications might be needed after following this approach in order
to define the system to be commercialized. The optimized prototype then needs to be
subjected to the ETA test.
Optimization algorithms were applied to find the parameters of the FE models of wirenets and wire-rope cables. The data fitting problem was solved using the Isight and
Abaqus programs. To complete the optimization cycle efficiently, simple tensile quasistatic tests were taken into account. The objective functions were chosen to minimize the
error of the numerical simulation response with respect to the laboratory test response.
Two different optimization algorithms, depending on the type of wire-net and FE model,
were used. The parameter optimization of wire ring-nets and wire chain-link nets was
carried out efficiently within 20 to 30 hours. Optimization algorithms can be also used to
optimize new wire-net designs. To improve the resistance of chain-link nets, additional
wires could be winded and knotted in the connection zones to increase the axial capacity
at the connections. This idea leads to a geometrical optimization problem for the net
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design that can be solved numerically. Heretofore, optimization algorithms have not
been applied to flexible wire-net systems.

5.5

Limitations

This thesis entailed the development of models of substantial refinement, against existing alternatives, which aim in better capturing the experimentally observed response.
Naturally, when discussing simulation, a number of limitations inevitably come into play
due to the adopted assumptions. Form this point of view, it need be noted that the
models developed herein operate under the premise of the finite strain theory and do not
take into account any thermal influence on the material properties. These assumptions
are nonetheless valid for the impact velocities that have been studied (80 to 100 km/h
approximately), and the material involved which is basically steel. The Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) within the framework of finite strain theory, however, is additionally
applicable to study ballistic problems where higher impact velocities are considered (>
800km/h). The use of new materials and the possible study of higher impact velocities
would possibly demand including thermal effects on the analyses. Some contact and
impact problems are better modelled with Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) or
Discrete Element (DE) methods. The application of these methods could be studied
depending on new developments within the environmental hazard protection industry.
A second limitation faced in this work pertains to the difficulty in precisely estimating
the dynamic friction coefficients. To this end, tensile tests are currently performed under
quasi-static conditions. The study of dynamic conditions posed a series of instrumental
problems of non-trivial nature. Therefore, it is deemed more appropriate to determine the
dynamic friction coefficients on the base of impact tests where only wire nets are studied.
This allows to exclusively determine the friction coefficient at the contact between net
elements (e.g., rings or chain-links). In this work, the dynamic coefficients of friction
have been determined relying on literature data for steel.
Within the work developed herein only vertical impacts were assessed. Furthermore, only
the simulation of a single impactor was considered. However, assessing inclined or even
horizontal impacts is possible with the use of the FE code Abaqus. This aspect would be
of special interest when simulating canopy rockfall structures. Moreover, the simulation
of two serviceability energy level (SEL) impacts within two dynamic steps is additionally
possible by using GC. The first SEL impact is modelled as the MEL was simulated
within this thesis. However, contact with the first SEL block must be removed during
the subsequent step where the second SEL impact is considered. Excluding contact is
an useful option included in GC.
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Another aspect that was not investigated in this thesis is post-buckling instability of the
I-beam posts. This option is currently available in FE analysis, thus, its implementation
is possible. The behaviour of I-beam posts under impact with elastic hardening plastic
material was assessed to design canopy rockfall protection structures. The large I-beam
post bending in case of direct impact causes these structures to lose their rigidity. As
a consequence, these canopies are not able to deviate the impactor in a self-cleaning
manner as per their intended purpose.
The strain rate dependency of plastic behaviour of UHSS was neglected since as reported
in the literature its effect is minor. However, standard alloys are used to manufacture
energy dissipating devices. The strain-rate dependency of such alloys needs to be considered. In this work, a friction based one-dimensional energy dissipating device model was
developed. In order to take strain-rate dependency into account as well as stress concentrations, a three-dimensional model needs to be developed. Furthermore, strain-rate
dependency needs to be included in the material model. This is possible within a FE
analysis. To obtain a model that can be efficiently computed, the devices can be formed
of rigid and deformable parts as was done in this investigation for the case of the barrier
posts.
For the sake of model set-up efficiency, Python scripts were applied to generate the FE
model. The scripts reproduce components following repeatable patterns. This approach
neglects installation tolerances and deviations from the pattern. Ring-net panels are
commonly 10000 mm wide and the connection between them is realized with shackles.
However, for the sake of efficiency the whole ring-net has been assumed as a single panel
in this investigation. There are rockfall systems where additional rings are added to the
panels, and a special connection with an additional cable is considered for reducing the
net elongation. Modelling this aspect accurately, requires consideration of the actual
panel dimensions, and the connections as these occur in reality. Improving these aspects
is possible via use of Python scripts.

5.6

Future Outlook

As a first step in future work, some of the current limitations are to be addressed in order
to improve modelling efficiency. This includes the ring-to-cable connections modelling as
well as the impact considerations. Additionally, further work should be performed on exploiting parallel computation capabilities for reducing the computational time associated
with these simulations. However, more importantly, this work can be used as the foundation for a number of future developments of the product itself. A first extension pertains
to the a reliability/sensitivity analysis for such systems under realistic rock shapes of
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various sizes and for different rock impact angles. A second important extension lies
in the possibly to exploit the existing tool for topology optimization of these protective
components. This would enhance the profile of these systems from the point of view of
(a) the wire mesh, (b) the foundation design, including dissipating devices (frictional and
coil/air dampers). The approach adopted in this thesis will certainly assist towards such
high-fidelity parametric simulations, maintaining the need for expensive on site-testing
at a low. The designs proposed by such an optimization process would in a final stage
be tested on site for the necessary verification.
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The purpose of this dissertation was to introduce numerical modelling into fast prototyping of rockfall barrier engineering. A new numerical FE scheme was developed and
applied on real case studies. The novel features of the numerical model are:

1. Application of a high-resolution general contact algorithm that incorporates threedimensional surface geometries and multi-component (wire-net, cable) interactions.
The method also allows the real surface geometry of the impactor to be considered.
This will be significant in future applications when impactor rotations and shape
are important.
2. Discretization of wire-net and chain-link meshes with linear beam finite elements
that included loose, three-dimensional contact interactions with friction at the
connections. Different constitutive models (linear elasticity, metal plasticity and
ductile damage) were applied for the beam elements.
3. Usage of optimization algorithms to approximate the best fit parameters of ring and
chain-link nets avoided tedious and subjective back-calculations and enhanced both
the speed and quality of the calibration process greatly. Appropriate optimization
algorithms were chosen to find the global minimum of the defined objective functions. The objective function is a measure of the difference between the numerical
results and laboratory measurements.
4. Coupling between the axial and bending behaviour of the chain-link connections.
Numerical tests showed that this coupling has a strong influence on the overall
stiffness of chain-link nets. The three-dimensional geometry of the chain-link connection causes load eccentricities which must be considered for the numerical results
to reproduce the test results.

The numerical prediction of the peak cable forces was significantly improved when including these features in a FEM analysis. The comparison between the experimental videos
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and simulation results show that the deformation patterns, including the peak barrier
deformation, coincide. The detailed modelling of contact, however, increases the numerical effort significantly. In order to offset the increase in calculation time, pre-processing
time was reduced by the use of python scripts. Moreover, the automatic generation of FE
models counterbalances the additional calculation time needed for such detailed barrier
simulations.
Because of measurement tolerances in the axial sensors used to measure the force histories in the cables, differences between the measured and calculated forces within 6%
might still occur in models that treat contact interactions in a more precise manner.
During the installation of a rockfall barrier the position of the components from manual
specifications might shift within a given tolerance. It is however, cumbersome to take
into account these tolerances because of the large number of components within a rockfall
barrier. It is therefore, efficient to assume a perfect pattern of structural components.
This approximation however, increases the difference between the measured and calculated peak force | P Fdif f | and force-time integral FTI. The values of | P Fdif f | and
| F T Idif f | obtained with the numerical approach are similar. This approach is robust
enough to render a mean difference of about 10%. However, few extreme difference values
of 40% to 70% are possible in cases where the position of the real component diverges
significantly from the location used in the model. Locating the components according to
the installation manuals in perfect patterns is therefore a good and efficient solution. The
finite element model could be used in future to quantify allowable position tolerances.
Hard contact conditions were enforced by using a penalty method within the explicit
dynamic solution. However, in some particular cases, mass adjustments were necessary
to guarantee that the penalty stiffness is sufficient to avoid large surface penetrations.
The mass adjustments did not affect the stability limit or the numerical results.
The application of optimization algorithms to calibrate model parameters for rockfall
nets was tested in this dissertation. We found that application of optimization algorithms
significantly improved the calibration process. In the parameter identification process
tensile quasi-static tests on barrier components were considered. Additional experimental
tests were necessary to calibrate the model of chain-link nets with loose connections. To
improve the tensile resistance of chain-link nets, additional wires could be winded and
knotted in the connection zones. This idea leads to a geometrical optimization problem
for the net design that can be solved numerically.
In most rockfall barriers, more than 50% of the impactor energy is absorbed by energy
dissipating devices. A one-dimensional, friction-based model of the energy dissipating
devices was developed. This model correctly simulated the energy absorption components for barriers that capture impactors with impact energies of 500 and 1000 kJ. The
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frictional behaviour of this model is calibrated using quasi-static tensile tests. However,
for higher kinetic energies, differences between the quasi-static and impact cases should
be considered (Chapter 4). Therefore, it is recommended to develop a more accurate
three-dimensional model of these devices for energies higher than or equal to 2000 kJ. A
three-dimensional model of the dissipating devices would offer insight into the causes of
this disagreement.
The simulation of rockfall barriers accounting for general contact interactions including
the representation of surfaces of small components is a state of the art problem. Unlike car
crash worthiness simulations where contact is localized, contact is distributed throughout
the entire rockfall barrier. Other industries dealing with flexible nets and cable systems
can also utilize a similar computational approach to model their structures.
In summary, the accuracy of the simulation results indicate that simulation-based prototyping can be applied to speed up development times of flexible rockfall barrier systems.
The FEM model, however, must consider the many complex contact interactions that
occur when the barrier is subjected to impact loads. Parametric studies, which are setup automatically with user-defined input scripts, can be used to investigate anchor and
cable forces, deformations and possible failure mechanisms. Meta-modelling techniques
are useful to find the optimal design parameters of prototypes. This reduces the time
required to design new systems, increasing the speed of new developments.
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